SELF-LOVE vs. HOLY LOVE
Is motivated towards self-advantage
in thought, word, and deed.

Is motivated in every thought,
word, and action by love of God,
and neighbor as self.

Sees only others’ faults, not his
own. Considers himself on the right
path—perhaps even humble and
virtuous.

Sees himself full of imperfections.
Is always seeking to be perfected
through love. Considers everyone
more humble and holy than
himself.

Holds a checklist in his heart of
every wrong perpetrated against
him.

Imitates Divine Mercy as best
he can. Is compassionate and
forgiving.

Is quick to anger and stands vigil
over his own rights making certain
they are not transgressed.

Is patient. Takes note of others’
needs and concerns.

Hangs on to his own opinions
refusing to surrender to another
viewpoint.

Offers his own opinions but listens
to others and lends them equal
merit with his own.

Takes pride in his own
achievements. May even take pride
in his spiritual progress.

Realizes all things proceed from
God; that without God he is
capable of no good thing. All good
comes from grace.

Sees himself and the world as the
be-all/end-all. His only pleasure is
thus achieved through the world.

Takes joy in storing up heavenly
treasure, in growing closer to God
and deeper in holiness. Knows
the difference between earthly
pleasures and spiritual joy.

Uses the goods of the world to
satisfy self.

Uses the goods of the world to
satisfy quest for holiness.

Objects to every cross. Sees trials
as a curse. Resents others’ good
fortune.

Surrenders to the cross through
love as Jesus did. Sees crosses
as a grace to be used to convert
others.

Prays only for himself and his own
needs.

Prays for all in need.

Cannot accept God’s Will. Becomes
bitter over trials.

Accepts God’s Will with a loving
heart even when difficult.

(Given to Maureen Sweeney-Kyle by Blessed Mother on August 18, 1997)

“Today I come to you as you are exiled in this existence of time
and space. You see the sand running through the hourglass, which
represents minutes, hours and days. Time is passing quickly as you
know it now. So I invite you urgently to pray that the love you have in
your heart for the Holy Trinity be increased by the power of the Holy
Spirit, for it is the Holy Spirit who inspires every virtue and leads you
deeper into the unity of Our United Hearts.”
Jesus
May 5, 2007
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ABOUT THE APPARITIONS
Since 1985, Jesus and Blessed Mother have been appearing
to Maureen Sweeney-Kyle on an almost daily basis and have
given her a series of missions to accomplish.
1986–1990
OUR LADY, PROTECTRESS OF THE FAITH
(Promotion of the Title and the Devotion)
NOTE: In January of 1988, the Cleveland Diocese turned down
Our Lady’s request for this title, stating that "there were already
too many devotions to Blessed Mother and that the Holy Spirit
was known in Church circles as the Guardian of the Faith.”
On August 28, 1988, Our Lady came as “Guardian of the
Faith” to Visionary, Patricia Talbot, of Cuenca, Ecuador, in South
America. In 1991, the Bishops of Ibarra and Guayaquil in Ecuador
approved the movement which contains the name “Guardian of
the Faith” and thus implicitly the title.
1990–1993
PROJECT MERCY
(Nationwide Anti-Abortion Rosary Crusades)
1993–Present
The combined revelations of MARY, REFUGE OF HOLY LOVE and
the CHAMBERS OF THE UNITED HEARTS. In 1993, Our Lady
asked that this Mission be known as HOLY LOVE MINISTRIES.

The Image of
Mary, Refuge of Holy Love
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The Complete Image of the
United Hearts of the Holy Trinity
and Immaculate Mary

Visionary:
Maureen Sweeney-Kyle is a very shy, timid and frail housewife
and grandmother. She grew up and still resides in the Cleveland,
Ohio area with her husband.
In 1993, Our Lady began Holy Love Ministries and then
requested that the Ministry procure property for a shrine in Lorain
County, Ohio. This was accomplished in 1995. This 115-acre
shrine is now known as Maranatha Spring and Shrine, the home
of Holy Love Ministries, an Ecumenical Lay Apostolate to make
known to the world the Chambers of the United Hearts.
We welcome all people of all faiths.
Prayer is a universal language.
All who come in pilgrimage here are invited to join us in
prayer and the peace that Heaven offers at this site.
Spiritual Director:
Over the past twenty-four+ years, Maureen has had five
spiritual directors who have been experts in Marian Theology.
“My messenger has many spiritual advisors and a competent
spiritual director who reads all the messages…Since her last
known spiritual director, Fr. Frank Kenney, was told by the bishop
[unlawfully] that he could NOT return to Holy Love Ministries, and
that if he heard of him being associated with the Ministry, he would
report him to the National Conference of Catholic Bishops, all of
My messenger’s advisors are anonymous. Wisdom dictates so.”
(Jesus / August 12, 2008)
On the joyful occasion of the
visit by the visionary, Maureen
Sweeney-Kyle, with Pope
John Paul II in August of 1999.
Her husband, Don, Archbishop
Gabriel Gonsum Ganaka of
Nigeria (1937-1999), and
Rev. Frank Kenney, her
Spiritual Director (1994-2004),
accompanied her on the visit.
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PREFACE
From January of 1999 through March of 2009, Jesus appeared to
the American Visionary, Maureen Sweeney-Kyle, on the fifth of each
month, to address all people and every nation on the escalating battle
between good and evil, both in hearts and in the world.
The monthly messages from Divine Love brought to light the ways
Satan was forming the heart and conscience of the world to achieve his
ultimate goal—total destruction of the planet, of the Faith, and of life
itself.
For 10 years, Jesus pleaded with mankind to stop embracing
apathy and complacency, compromise and inordinate self-love, and to
pursue instead Holy Love. The world chose to ignore His pleadings as it
continued its passionate pursuit of Satan’s path of destruction.
By March of 2009, world conditions had reached a critical state
and were rapidly changing, prompting Jesus to announce the end
of the monthly messages due to the urgent need for more frequent
messages.
So began Heaven’s messages to the Heart of the World, specifically
regarding current events and the destructive path the world is taking.
This booklet—the first in a series—contains Heaven’s initial messages
on this subject and includes a selection of Jesus’ previous monthly
messages to the world and to America.
Heaven’s messages are a wake-up call for all people and every
nation to recognize the destructive choices we are making and to put our
trust in God once again. The future of the world depends on it.
March 26, 2009
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
[Jesus gives a personal message to Maureen specifically
regarding the path the world is taking today, and the importance
of making known the Message of Holy Love to all peoples and
all nations.]
Maureen asks: “Are you still coming on the 5th of every
month?”
Jesus: “I will be speaking more frequently to all people and all
nations which is an even greater grace. Therefore, we will not meet
on the 5th of the month anymore. I desire people keep abreast of day
to day messages. From time to time My Mother or I will announce
special apparitions on certain feast days with enough notice so that
people can come—May 5th [Feast of Mary, Refuge of Holy Love] will
be such an occasion always.”
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INTRODUCTION
March 26, 2009
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
“Today I am here to speak to you concerning current conditions in
the world. I can no longer confine such messages to the 5th of the
month. Times are critical and at a turning point. The conscience of this
country and of the world has become compromised and dulled to reality.
Untruths are not challenged.”
“Sadly I tell you, that the Constitution of this country is no longer a
living foundation of your government. The Constitution no longer has the
last word in legalities. It has been reduced to just words on paper. Those
who are not living in Holy Love have purposefully taken such actions.
The voices of those who realize the evils of those in power cannot be
heard above the din of the financial crisis.”
“This economic crisis around the world has been staged by
Satan’s instruments who do not regard the welfare of the people, but
seek only power, control and their own well-being.”
“Soon you will see the world dominated by a few dictators. Your
country will fall into line of such domination with its own anarchy.
It is now beginning. Solemnly I tell you, the world can only be united
through Holy Love—love of God above all else and love of neighbor as
self. To be united economically or legally is a false union.”
“This is not like any other crisis your country has faced, for it
is rocking your nation off of its foundation. By the time most realize
what has happened, they will be unable to regain the freedoms they
once had. It is not by mishap this Mission is here; it is not by accident
I have upheld this Mission in the face of controversy. These Messages
reflect the path that Satan is pulling the world along. They are a wake-up
call to the conscience of the world.”

WAKE UP, WORLD!
WAKE UP, AMERICA!
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FOREWORD
April 19, 2009
Midnight Service at the United Hearts Field —
Feast of Divine Mercy
HEAVEN SPEAKS TO THE HEART OF THE WORLD
(Specifically the path the world is taking)
Jesus is here as He is in the Divine Mercy Image; there is a huge
Flame behind Him. He says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. I come
to you tonight from the Will of the Eternal Father Whose Flame of Love
you see behind Me.”
“My brothers and sisters, I come to you as your Merciful Jesus.
Those who love Me understand My Mercy and My Love, which are one.
These are the ones that allow My Mercy and My Love to shine through
them into the world. These are the ones who understand the call of My
Heart to repentance of each soul. I will refuse no one who turns to Me
with a repentant heart.”
“Today the foundation of a one-world government has been laid
through the global economic collapse which Satan has orchestrated.
As this unfolds, remember that your free will remains intact. No one can
dictate the affections of your heart. Live always in Holy Love. Remain
calm; be at peace. If your heart is steeped in love of God and love of
neighbor, you are safe, for I am with you.”
“Hope, indeed, springs eternal for those who place their trust in Me.
See in all world events the coming of the Kingdom of the Divine Will of
My Father. Believe in this Kingdom—the New Jerusalem—which is alive
in hearts living in Holy Love.”
“Those who have made hatred into a ‘religion’ will destroy themselves.
They cannot succeed, for Truth will be victorious. Holy Love is the Heart
of Truth. In truth I tell you, it is now the hour of decision. Take up the
weapons of prayer and sacrifice as I call together My army* against evil.
My victims of love are the officers in this spiritual army. I tell you, the
battle against evil must be won in hearts before it is won in the world.”
“During these decisive and difficult times, it is important to realize
that conflict and wars arise in hearts because of conflict with the
Commandments of Love. God desires all of creation to be in harmony
with His Divine Will. This is why He has created this apparition site and
this Mission. The more that people accept and surrender to Holy Love,
the greater the graces poured out here. Therefore, with hearts that
emulate Divine Mercy and Divine Love, make the messages known.”
“My Mercy will never be depleted, but the dawn of My Divine Justice
is at hand. Satan seeks to destroy all that is good and loving, using
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people and nature to accomplish his goals. Depend on Divine Mercy
and Divine Love to see you through the worst of times. From My Love
and My Mercy flows My Provision.”
“I invite you to realize that when the Holy Love in your heart is
compromised, every virtue begins to erode. It is as if the roots of a great
tree were Holy Love. The trunk would be humility; the blossoms on this
great tree are the different virtues. The roots and the trunk (love and
humility) must remain healthy for the whole tree to be healthy. In the
spiritual life, Holy Love and Holy Humility feed and support all the other
virtues. Therefore, if Holy Love erodes, faith and hope are weakened. If
humility is compromised, the rest of the tree of virtues begins to wither.”
“Within each soul is this mystical tree of virtue; it gives life or else it
withers and dies. In society this tree of virtue is necessary towards world
peace. If it is ignored and not watered with Holy Trust, the world around
the tree suffers. This is what leads to lack of peace in hearts.”
“You may wonder at My depiction of personal holiness as this tree
of virtue. But I invite you to see that each soul’s journey or growth in
holiness affects the heart of the world, for the heart of the world is a
composite of the hearts of all its citizenry. The tree of virtue in the heart
of the world is drying up from lack of care. In its place is the tree of
antipathy towards God and His Commandments. The roots of this tree
are hatred; the trunk is arrogant pride; the blossoms are not blooms but
rather spoiled fruit—each one opposing virtue. This tree is beginning
to thrive, nourished by man’s over-indulgent trust in himself—-through
self-love.”
“With a compassionate heart for the spiritual crisis in the heart of
the world, realize that the tree of virtue stretches heavenward towards
perfection in God’s Will. On the other hand, the tree of antipathy towards
God suffers from neglect and lack of care and takes on a countenance
of death. Unless the gardener notices this poor tree, it will face a grim
future.”
“This is why I have come here—to draw attention to the state of
the heart of the world. My plea is urgent. Nourish your hearts with the
food of virtue. Do not be motivated by self-love, but by love of God and
neighbor. This is what will redirect the future of the world. Otherwise, all
that is good in the world will wither and die. With a Merciful Heart, I tell
you these things.”
“In My Mercy and My Love, I come to tell you that the threats against
democracy are very real. Even within the borders of your country, certain
ones bear arms of hatred and evil against good. New challenges against
world peace are very dominant in hearts. Come to realize that your prayers
and sacrifices are all that stands in the way of Satan’s destructive plans.
Your efforts towards personal holiness must proliferate as a strong crop
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in a fertile field. Do not hide the light of Holy Love that is in your heart for
any reason. Let it blaze forward illuminating the darkest soul. Bring souls
to My Love and My Mercy. You can secure the borders of your country,
but if the boundaries of your heart are not secure in Holy Love, Satan will
enter like a thief in the night.”
“This is what has happened in governments near and far. This is how
Satan has infiltrated the United Nations, the ranks of Church leaders
and the liberal policies concerning marriage and life. The ones whom
you should be able to turn to for help have been rendered helpless by
Satan’s compromise. You must use My Commandments of Love—Holy
Love—both as the weapon and the solution.”
“Realize that I must tell you these things in truth, for these times are
evil and Satan’s lies are unrelenting. You cannot trust people because
of their esteemed title in the world or even in the Church. This current
Pope lives in truth and is a staunch supporter of the Tradition of Faith.
Sadly, there are many of title under him who do not do so. You can see
readily how faith has been attacked in the numbers of Catholics who
do not support life at conception, do not believe in Purgatory, and sadly
some do not even believe Satan exists. Heaven’s interventions, such as
the one here, are most often scandalized and then condemned by the
very ones who need guidance the most. But Satan will not prevail here.
Rejoice in that!”
“My brothers and sisters, tonight I am releasing from Purgatory
relatives of those here present who have spent long periods of time, and
short periods of time, in the prison of Purgatory for worshipping the false
god of reputation. My Mercy and My Love are One with the Will of My
Father. I desire to spread My Mercy across the face of the earth together
with My Love. You must help Me with your prayers and your sacrifices,
for this is a desperate hour. I love you, My brothers and sisters, and will
not abandon you.”
“Tonight I’m blessing you with My Blessing of Divine Love.”
* Jesus’ spiritual army is the army of souls called to Divine
Victimhood.
(See Messages: 11/05/02—3/29/05—3/30/05—8/31/06—7/05/07.)
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Section One

HEAVEN SPEAKS
TO
THE HEART OF THE WORLD

This section contains a selection of the messages
given by Heaven in 2009 specifically addressing
the escalating crisis in the heart of the world and
the destructive path the world is now taking.
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January 20, 2009
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
“Today, as a new president steps into power in your country, I long
for the universal correction of consciences. When such an illumination
takes place, it will be a conviction of all hearts in the truth of Holy Love. I
long to cleanse all consciences—indeed the very heart of the world—in
this truth.”
“It is only then souls will see how they have wounded My Sacred
Heart. Pray that My Father wills this soon, for more and more are slipping
to their perdition…”
January 23, 2009/Friday Rosary Service
Jesus is here with His Heart exposed. He says: “I am your Jesus,
born Incarnate.”
“My brothers and sisters, if you are living in Holy Love, then you
automatically know the intentions of My Sacred Heart and whom
you should pray for. For it is written in the wind of current events and
politics.”
“Pray that consciences are converted to Holy Love and awakened
to the path of righteousness. Pray for the conversion of the heart of the
world.”
“I extend to you My Blessing of Divine Love.”
March 5, 2009

FINAL MONTHLY MESSAGE TO ALL PEOPLE AND EVERY NATION

Jesus is here with His Heart exposed. He says: “I am your Jesus,
born Incarnate.”
“Today I come once again to address all people and all nations. Once
again I enjoin you, listen with your hearts. I do not address intellectual
pride, but I appeal to you to be meek and humble of heart.”
“My brothers and sisters, do not pursue a false unity through a
common monetary system or through shared weaponry or knowledge
thereof. These types of unity bring false peace into your hearts.”
“Each nation will flourish only if they unite, not economically or
militarily, but if they find union in Holy Love; then and only then, through
love of God and love of neighbor, will all experience genuine and lasting
peace.”
“Beware of false religions that worship a non-god claiming to promote
suicide, murder, terror and the subjugation of women. Such groups are
not led by Heaven but by the powers of the netherworld. The One True
God is a God of Love. Be united in love—Holy Love.”
“I tell you the nation that summarily jeopardizes the welfare of its
10

most marginalized citizens is the nation that will not survive any type of
New World Order, but only fall more and more into disorder. If you will
not come to the rescue of the unborn and lovingly, respectfully care for
the elderly, then neither will I rescue you or care for you.”
“Many nations have fallen prey to the false god of financial gain.
Worship of the stock market and economic gain of any sort is demoralizing
and the path to degeneration.”
“Do not place your trust in investments or bank accounts. Trust in
Me. I will not betray you or allow the ones who trust in Me to fall to ruin.
Invest in your own personal holiness. I will be your support.”
“Satan is leading this country into policies which betray its very
foundations. Many other countries are forming unions not based on God
and neighbor, but on fear and control. Most government leaders are not
open to the truth of where they stand in God’s Eyes or to the damage
that many of their policies are causing. The abyss between the Heart of
My Father and the heart of all humanity widens.”
“At the root of all earth’s woes today is a disordered self-love.
This inordinate self-love has become a god of its own—consuming
governments, economy, church leadership, despoiling well-intended
projects and misdirecting good towards the evil of selfish gain. Laws
are being legislated to protect evil and consciences are forming around
Satan’s lies. My little ones who speak the truth are being mocked and
belittled for their righteousness.”
“But in all of this, My Heart is the constant of all who believe. Do not
fear. I am with you and I am helping you support your cross.”
“My brothers and sisters, how grateful I am for every morsel of
love that you hold in your heart for My Father’s Will. How grateful I am
when you enter petitions to My Father’s Will and await trustingly for His
answer. With gratitude I look upon you as you love Me upon the Cross.
Surrender everything and await the Will of My Eternal Father for this is
what pleases Me the most.”
“Today I’m blessing you with My Blessing of Divine Love.”
March 7, 2009
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
“I invite you to see that today Satan has established himself in the
midst of great and trusted organizations. Realize, then, that it is not
enough to say or to believe that a person is trustworthy because he
belongs to this group or that group or that he is in authority or governs
any established organization. Holy Love* must be the litmus for all
people and all established organizations. Holy Love is the truth, and all
that opposes Holy Love is Satan’s lies.”
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“If a person or an organization does not live in Holy Love, do not look
farther, for trust in such as these is not warranted. Do not be surprised to
discover that Satan has infiltrated governments, even the United Nations
itself. The Church itself is infiltrated by liberals who confuse tradition.”
“If Holy Love is not active within the heart of any group, ideology
or nation, confusion and conflict take over. Good is overwhelmed with
obstacles and righteousness suffers. That is why you must cling to
Our United Hearts and stand behind St. Michael’s Shield of Truth. Do
not be alarmed by who believes or disbelieves—just continue in faith.
Truth is never wrong—Holy Love is never wrong. Take courage in these
words.”
* NOTE: Jesus is specifically referring to Holy Love as the two great
commandments—to love God above all else and neighbor as self—the
fulfillment of the Gospel (see Matthew 22: 34-40). Jesus is not referring
solely to the organization of Holy Love Ministries here, but to the fact
that all people and all established organizations (including Holy Love
Ministries), must follow the precepts of Holy Love.
March 9, 2009
I (Maureen) see a large Flame. Once again I hear the voice of God
the Father. He says: “I Am Who Am—the Eternal Now.”
“How is it, My daughter, that mankind listens to every voice but Mine?
Recently, most in your nation reset their clocks so as to be synchronized
with one another according to the law. Yet, I give to mankind Ten
Commandments that they must follow to reach eternal salvation, and
these Commandments are trampled under the feet of self-interest and
arrogance.”
“A sordid example of what I speak is the new law your president
has signed condoning embryonic stem cell research. One of My
Commandments is ‘Thou shalt not kill!’ My laws do not change with
the whim of leadership or to gain popularity. The eternal destination of
those who blatantly break My laws will not change either, unless they
seek My Mercy with a repentant heart.”
“Mankind! Seek to be synchronized with My Divine Will! This is your
solution to every problem.”
March 10, 2009
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
“Because your nation’s prosperity was the basis of a feeling of
security, and now that the economic system is failing, there is a general
sense of insecurity amongst the people. This is the result of the placement
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of trust in people and material goods rather than trust in God, which is
what your nation was founded on.”
“I can only tell you where error lies. I cannot correct it. It is through free
will that hearts must turn towards the truth of Holy Love. Any compromise
of My commandment of love is encouraged by Satan. Certainly, then,
you can see the gravity of any taking of life at any stage—conception to
natural death. The human embryo is a life and must not be destroyed for
scientific research or any other reason.”
“Each life that is taken illicitly affects the entire world. Every life is
given for a reason. I have in My Heart a particular destiny for every
individual. Every present moment that each individual lives is his alone. In
each present moment he is given graces to become a saint, to overcome
obstacles, to save other souls, to pray and sacrifice for the conversion of
the world, to redirect those in error and to earn his own salvation. Every
present moment takes him either closer to Me or farther away. No one
has the right to rob anyone of an opportunity of any present moment. To
do so tempts My Justice.”
“The humble-hearted easily recognizes the truth.”
March 22, 2009
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
“Today all aspects of the world are becoming more and more
polarized—good against evil. It is so in governments, economy,
medicine, clothing and entertainment. Satan has succeeded in dulling
the conscience of the world so that only the minority realize what is
happening all around them. Those who do recognize Satan’s handiwork
suffer greatly as they realize he is gaining ground, seemingly unchecked
and effortlessly.”
“I come today to ask you to place every present moment in My
Mother’s Immaculate Heart. Every victory, great and small, will come
through Her Heart which is Holy Love. It is through Her Heart that
reconciliation will come. All the problems in the Middle East manifest the
heart of Satan. The solution to these problems and the victory over evil
is manifested here at this apparition site. This is why those who come
here feel Heaven’s peace—the peace of My Mother’s Heart.”
“No present moment can be retrieved. Once it is gone—it is gone
forever. Therefore, surrender each present moment to the peace of
My Mother’s Heart—Holy Love. This is the solution and the victory. If
each heart accomplishes this, you will have peace in the world. Truth
will be recognized and reign. You will be living in the victory of the New
Jerusalem.”
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March 25, 2009/Feast of the Annunciation
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
“No one can destroy life in the name of God Who creates all life.
Satan is in the heart of every terrorist—even the ones who are deceived
into thinking that by killing themselves and others along with them, they
will come straight to Heaven.”
“Satan is in the hearts of those who lie and cheat towards self-gain.
They are investing in their own destruction.”
“The world will not find solutions to any problem unless the children
of God return to the rules for success that My Father gave them—the
Ten Commandments.”
“If you are saddened by those who turn against this Mission, think
how sad the Eternal Father is by the multitude that has turned on Him.”
“Here today I am calling souls into Divine Love—Merciful Love—for
it is through My Mercy hearts are given this Mission and the grace to
change.”
“Today people do not respect littleness of heart. Humility is not a
commodity sought after. Yet the smaller and more childlike you become,
the more you resemble My Mother’s Heart as the Angel Gabriel found
Her on this feast day [Annunciation]. The smaller you become, the bigger
you are in My Heart. The smaller you become, the more you lose sight of
yourself and see Me in every present moment.”
March 28, 2009
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
“Why do you fear, O man of earth? For current events do not
threaten you if you live in Holy Love—My two great commandments. I
have formed of you a holy nation and set you apart from anarchy and
rambling political affairs. Of this nation shall arise a fortress of hope. The
time has come now to recognize that your citizenship is in Heaven. On
earth let your hearts be united as one in Our United Hearts.”
“This holy nation has a stable and solid constitution which is the law
of Holy Love; this nation has its economy based on My Provision and it
will not fail you.”
“Therefore, rejoice and do not fear. No revolution can overthrow what
I have now set in place, for this holy nation is in hearts. The boundaries
of this nation are from horizon to horizon, and from Heaven to earth. It
will not fall to ruin but rise up in victory when I return. Patient hope will
be your flag; carry it in your hearts. The peace it brings you will identify
you in crowds—one to the other.”
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“Therefore, do not be chained to fear of the future and what it will
bring. Unchain your hearts with the key of patient hope and trust in
Me.”
March 30, 2009
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
“Dear child, it is important that My words to you concerning a holy
nation be understood in their simplicity. The holy nation I refer to includes
all who live the spirit of the two great commandments of love—to love
God above all else and neighbor as self. This, of course, includes
Confraternity members, but is not exclusive to the Confraternity. It is allinclusive to those who follow My commandments of love.”
“It is a universal nation consumed by the Fire of Divine Love;
therefore, driven by the power of the Holy Spirit, and has as its impetus
the salvation of souls. Its power is prayer and sacrifice along with
littleness of spirit. There is no political prowess or ambition. Those who
live such a life will not feel threatened by events in the world, for their
true allegiance is to Heaven.”
April 2, 2009
HEAVEN SPEAKS TO THE HEART OF THE WORLD
(Specifically the path the world is taking)
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
“I invite all to realize that Satan is manipulating the world economy
so as to force nations to unite in a one-world order. He knows that the
only way to bring the United States completely under his control is by
toppling their economic foundation.”
“I further invite you to see that nations who do not place God in the
center of their hearts will be the most likely to fail. When man’s efforts
are trusted more than God’s Divine Plan, when the economy comes
before God’s Will, Satan’s plans gain precedence, and the path of failure
yawns wide.”
“This nation [USA] succeeded in its inception, for God was the center
of its inception; this is not so today. I am calling you to return to love of
God and neighbor so that I can step in and assist you. Evil plots against
your nation are springing up like flowers in springtime. Your nation is no
longer united in an effort to remain secure.”
“You must pray that your country’s leaders take a more active stand
against threats aimed at national security. Befriending the enemy is not
a choice if the enemy does not desire friendship. In such a case where
religion dictates animosity, it is most prudent to pray for your enemies
rather than naively seek friendship while evil slips in the back door.”
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April 3, 2009
Jesus is here with His Heart exposed. He says: “I am your Jesus,
born Incarnate.”
“My brothers and sisters, this country [USA] is not unlike a tree that
has been pruned branch by branch until it barely resembles its original
form. The tree may try to regain its original shape; it may try to re-grow
new branches, but never to resume the majestic state that it once
was.”
“My brothers and sisters, you must realize that before My Justice
comes, My Mercy is visiting earth; and, therefore, do not be afraid to
come to Me with repentant hearts and I will reshape you in the design
of Divine Love.”
“I’m blessing you with My Blessing of Divine Love.”
April 3, 2009
HEAVEN SPEAKS TO THE HEART OF THE WORLD
(Specifically the path the world is taking)
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
“Evil has become a dominant force in the world today because man’s
heart is not one with the Heart of God. Satan uses human emotion and
psychological weakness to gain control of souls. He is using whole
countries to usher in the reign of the antichrist. But do not fear; here at
this site I am constructing an ark of truth. It will not succumb to evil.”
April 5, 2009
HEAVEN SPEAKS TO THE HEART OF THE WORLD
(Specifically the path the world is taking)
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
“During these times of trial, realize that My Mercy is your protection
and your recourse. World leaders must be in accord with the law of Holy
Love or their policies will fall to ruin. The world as a whole must not
succumb to one leader, but be united in the spirit of Holy Love—each
nation maintaining its identity but all working together for the common
good.”
“Today moral degeneration is protected by law. Terrorism is regarded
as a religious expression. Human life has become a negotiable entity.
Childhood innocence is stolen at an early age through greed. These
things hold true around the world.”
“In many aspects of human existence, the truth is barely recognizable;
but in the Mission the entire focus is on the truth of Holy Love. This is not
negotiable. It is the Will of My Father.”
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April 5, 2009
HEAVEN SPEAKS TO THE HEART OF THE WORLD
(Specifically the path the world is taking)
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
“A few weeks past I asked that there be no more fifth of the month
prayer service. The reason is this. Holy Love cannot be contained in
boundaries or certain schedules. Holy Love must spread to every nation
and be omnipresent in hearts. What is taking place in hearts and nations
today bears commentary guidance and redirection from Heaven, not
just once a month but in whatever circumstance that bears correction.”
“Because no boundary or confine can imprison these Messages of
Holy Love, once again I encourage all who hear—all who are listening—
make them known.”
April 6, 2009
HEAVEN SPEAKS TO THE HEART OF THE WORLD
(Specifically the path the world is taking)
St. Michael descends in front of me in a big flame which disappears.
He says: “Praise be to Jesus.”
“That was the flame of righteousness and truth. God the Father
sends me now with this most appropriate prayer for these times.”
“St. Michael, valiant warrior against errors, place your
shield of truth over all nations of the world. Illuminate the
hearts of every government leader to see the ways that
Satan is separating mankind from the Will of God.”
“With your Sword of Truth, give all people the light to
understand that all human life is the precious creation of
God and must never be destroyed. Let no law be legislated
that supports and protects sin.”
“With your sword and your Shield of Truth, place God
in the center of all hearts and as the leader of all nations.
Amen.”
April 7, 2009
HEAVEN SPEAKS TO THE HEART OF THE WORLD
(Specifically the path the world is taking)
“Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.”
“My daughter, through you I have spoken many times to the world on
subjects ranging from personal holiness to world events. Today My words
concern each one, for I am speaking to the world on the unexpected.
Here in this area, you are experiencing an unexpected burst of winter
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weather just as spring has come upon you. In the world, unexpected
and unprecedented events are taking place. I speak of what has been
hidden in hearts as secret agendas of politicians and of the misguided
hearts of certain ‘religions’. I speak of threats turning into reality and of
the rebellion of nature itself.”
“Therefore, let nothing find you unprepared. Your strength and your
readiness is the Holy Love in your hearts. Heaven will match grace to
events which frighten those who are unprepared in Holy Love. Heaven
will manifest all that mankind needs—to believe in Holy Love. Do not
fear. Live each present moment in Holy Love deep in the Heart of My
Beloved Son.”
“Remember always, I am your Refuge of Holy Love. Call upon Me
under this title. My Heart is yours.”
April 9, 2009
Holy Thursday—A.M.
“Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.”
“My daughter, the holy priesthood has been the object of Satan’s
attacks for over a hundred years. While priests have always been his
target, the attacks have never been so intense and diversified as in this
last century.”
“Many are the heretics and apostates amongst the priesthood. Sad
to say, their opinions carry much weight in the world, for they are clothed
exteriorly in righteousness; but God does not look at exteriors—He
looks only at the heart. Having a vocation to the religious life is not your
salvation; living in Holy Love is your salvation. Holy Love dictates that
you live in the truth.”
“Priests such as these—priests who have betrayed their vocations
by living lies—have led many astray. Many are the souls that have
fallen to their perdition because of liberalism and feminism within the
Church.”
Holy Thursday—P.M.
Jesus says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
“I desire the people understand My Love and Mercy more. I do not
measure failure; I count successes. I see very lovingly each moment that
the soul gives his heart over to Me. I care deeply for such unselfishness
that motivates frail human love. That is why I cry out in this age of selfcenteredness. Because people place all their trust in human effort, I
must step back and allow them to make free will mistakes.”
“But I call out from the tabernacles of the world seeking your
acknowledgment, if only a fond glance. Do not pander to title, money or
love of reputation. Console Me and I will console you. Trust in Me and I
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will not fail you.”
“Fill My Heart with your trust, for It feels empty without it. Together,
you and I are all-powerful. Do not doubt it. Oh, if only the heart of the
world would come to understand this! Love is the solution to the world’s
woes. Trust is the fruit of the love you have for Me.”
“Fill My Heart with your trust.”
April 12, 2009
HEAVEN SPEAKS TO THE HEART OF THE WORLD
(Specifically the path the world is taking)
Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.”
“Dear children, as I come once again to embrace you with a
Mother’s Heart, I plead with you to turn to the Merciful, Loving Heart of
My Son. These days dawn on new threats of violence, terror and mass
destruction. The heart of the world weighs heavy with insecurity. You
will not find peace in false leadership or new economic plans; only truth,
which lies in Holy Love, will return the heart of man to genuine peace.”
“Understand that it is the evil which is in man’s heart, which threatens
your security. Until the commandments of Holy Love conquer evil,
righteousness and truth will not rule the world.”
“Return to prayer and sacrifice, for these are your hope of a new
beginning.”
May 29, 2009
St. John Vianney says: “Praise be to Jesus.”
“I wish to describe to you an arrogant person. Such a person has
an unwarranted exulted opinion of himself. He cannot accuse himself
of weaknesses or faults, but believes himself to be always on the right
path. Such a one easily falls into judging as opposed to discerning.”
“I am telling you these things, for the heart of the world reflects the
arrogance that is in hearts today.”
June 20, 2009/Midnight Service at the United Hearts Field—
Feast of the Immaculate Heart of Mary
Blessed Mother is here in a brilliant white, and Her Heart is exposed.
She says: “Praise be to Jesus.”
“Dear little children, tonight I come to you in and through pure love.
Trustingly remember that Holy Love and truth are one. Those that live
outside of truth are not worthy of your obedience. Do not, therefore, be
discouraged. Come to Me here at Heaven’s site of predilection and allow
Me to tenderly and compassionately tend to your needs.”
“My Son, Whose Heart is All Mercy, All Love, never condones the
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misuse of authority. He sees the motives which lie hidden away in hearts.
Jesus would never discourage prayer or the pursuit of personal holiness
through the Chambers of Our United Hearts. During these times, you
must base your choices on My words to you here tonight. I clothe My
words in truth.”
“During these perilous times much consideration is given to a ‘New
World Order’. But, My dear children, this is an agenda of evil; it is a
platform for the entrance of the antichrist. I come to you with Heaven’s
plan for order through universal Holy Love. Until every heart chooses
Holy Love, you will not have order and you will not have peace. This is
why My efforts amongst you here are ecumenical. I come, not just for
a few, but for all. All hearts must choose to love God above all else and
neighbor as self. It is Holy Love in hearts that will give the world a new
sense of order—a new direction in harmony with the Will of God and
true peace.”
“Today, in these times, man places his greatest concern on the
opinions of those in the world around him rather than the opinion of God.
This has brought the sins of calumny, detraction and lies to the forefront,
and sows confusion in hearts concerning Heaven’s Mission here. You
must be children of the light—upholding only the truth; then God will be
your support and your advocate. This is how to trust, for the truth, which
is Holy Love, is the foundation of trust.”
“Dear children, all around you is the enemy working through jealous
hearts to tear down what Heaven is building up. Do not be dismayed at
the instruments Satan is able to use in the world, for evil is not bound
by position or rank nor title. I asked your patient endurance through
every attack. I seek most of all, your trust—trust in the journey into the
Divine Will through the Chambers of the United Hearts; trust in My call to
conversion in each present moment through the embrace of Holy Love;
trust in My continued call to you to come to this site and partake of the
graces offered here. If My Mission here were of no importance, it would
not be under attack. But Satan recognizes more than most people, the
significance of this Mission and the role it will play towards the Victory of
My Son’s Second Coming.”
“Realize that each heart opens into the heart of the world; thus the
moment to moment decisions of every soul affect the entire universe.”
“Choose your own salvation in the present moment, for this is what
determines the salvation of the world. The future of the world does
not depend upon weapons of mass destruction, economic solvency,
consolidation of power or any plan of man. The future of the world
depends upon man’s surrender to the Will of God through Holy Love.
The simple, fervent prayer of one ‘Hail Mary’ by one soul may turn the
tide away from disaster. Never be discouraged, then, in any prayer effort.
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Your Heavenly Mother always listens, always protects, always mediates
graces unforeseen in each present moment for each soul. Have hope,
then, and realize no evil lies hidden from My Maternal glance. You are
always safe in My Immaculate Heart.”
“Once again I tell you, the more distant the heart of the world
becomes from the Will of God, the more insecure it becomes in terms
of the threats of war, terrorism, disease and unprecedented natural
disasters. It is the hour—the moment—for the Victory of Holy and Divine
Love. Do not contribute to the defeat of God’s call. Be a part of the
Victory.”
“As every heart opens on to the heart of the world, so every present
moment opens on to eternity. Do not waste any present moment on the
perplexities of what is to come or on guilt over the past sins My Son has
forgiven. In the present always be in Holy Love and trust in My Son’s
Mercy and His Provision. This attitude embraces humility and love, and
is most pleasing to My Beloved Son.”
“In any present moment when confusion surrounds you, return to My
words to you this evening. Every reading will profit you new meaning.”
“Dear children, how I love you! How I desire to console you, and give
you strength in the face of persecution!”
“Tonight, My dear children, celebrate as so many enter Paradise.
These are the ones who were devoted to Our Two Hearts in their
lifetimes.”
“My Son sends Me to thank you for your beautiful and loving prayers,
your procession and your heartfelt love. Dear children, My Heart is your
Refuge, and I never weary welcoming you into My Arms. You will find
peace when you live in Holy Love.”
“My dear children, I am blessing you with My Blessing of Holy
Love.”
July 3, 2009/Eve of Independence Day—USA—4th of July
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
“I have come today to help you realize that many ‘silent’ and not so
silent ‘revolutions’ are taking place in the world today. In your country
democracy was silently overthrown. The weapon used was rhetoric.
The Constitution and the Bill of Rights no longer carry weight. This
has happened because of man’s concern for money. Satan has used
and continues to use this disordered love to bring the last bastion of
democracy to ruin.”
“Next, we must look at the moral revolution taking place around
the world. The Father’s Commandments are not upheld and obeyed.
These Commandments cannot even be freely displayed in some places
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without protest. Homosexuality boldly demands recognition and rights
as though governments must support sin. Birth control and the horror
of abortion take lives and obstruct My Father’s Will for the world. Many
worthy leaders have lost their lives in these ways. Forms of nature—
seasons, rocks, wind, etc. —have taken on the form of false deities.”
“I must mention the revolution taking place within the Church itself.
Liberalism has won over many hearts. The Tradition of Faith is too often
considered a stumbling block. There are those who seek women priests
and making individual consciences supreme over Church teaching.”
“Is it any wonder that this Mission, which is a nail in the coffin of each
one of these revolutions, is opposed? My sheep must not lose courage;
be steadfast—stalwart. Many battles will strengthen and unite you, but
not defeat you.”
July 9, 2009
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate—Son of the Eternal Now.”
“Today a great number in the world reject the Father’s Divine Will for
them, thus redirecting the heart of the world towards destruction. People
reject the new life I place in the womb. They reject personal holiness.
Many reject the truth of the path of righteousness. Most reject Heaven’s
intervention through these apparitions at this site.”
“Yet I tell you, Heaven does not abandon the needs of all the lambs
of the world. Continually, persistently and for all eternity, My Mother’s
presence remains at this site. Here She nourishes peace of heart; here
She opens Her Heart, which is the Gateway to the New Jerusalem. The
peace felt here is the Eternal Sign of God’s Peace which He desires for
all humanity.”
“Many who journey here will find their hearts convicted in the truth
which is Holy Love. This illumination is My Hand drawing souls closer to
Me. It is a great grace this self-knowledge—one to be treasured. Indeed,
it is a treasure beyond compare—a pearl of great price.”
July 13, 2009/Monday St. Michael Shield of Truth Prayer Service
Blessed Mother is here as Mary, Refuge of Holy Love. She says:
“Praise be to Jesus.”
“Dear children, tonight I remind you that My urgent call to all of
humanity is to pray and sacrifice for the conversion of the heart of the
world. Without your prayers and sacrifices, I cannot change hearts and
offer them the grace they need towards their own salvation.”
“This is why I come to you here at this site, for the world is in much
need of these Messages of Holy Love. I am praying with you, My dear
children.”
“Tonight I am blessing you with My Blessing of Holy Love.”
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Section Two

DIVINE LOVE SPEAKS
TO
ALL PEOPLE–EVERY NATION

This section contains a selection of the monthly
messages given by Jesus to the world from 19992009 revealing what has led up to the crisis in the
heart of the world today.
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January 5, 1999
INITIAL MONTHLY MESSAGE TO ALL PEOPLE—ALL NATIONS
Jesus and Blessed Mother appear out of a bright light. Their Hearts
are exposed. Blessed Mother says: “Praised be Jesus.”
Jesus says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. Today I tell you that
My Sacred Heart throbs with sorrow for the choices mankind is making.
Every present moment takes you either closer to Me or farther away
from Me, according to the decisions you make. I tell you in all truth, the
conscience of the world has been molded by Satan—convoluted and
twisted—to make right appear wrong and evil seem good. This is the
reason it has become common and lawful to murder the unborn that I
created. It is why moral standards have become lower and hearts and
consciences have chosen money and power as their gods.”
“Ease the pain of My Heart through your prayers and sacrifices. Do
not look to the world for solutions, but to Me.”
“When you feel the cold air outside [-3 degrees Fahrenheit] think
of the coldness people have towards Me in the Eucharist. Cease your
disbelief and believe. Have confidence in Me.”
“My brothers and sisters, just as I desire that you are prepared to
receive Me in the Blessed Sacrament, I am also asking that you be
prepared for My Second Coming. The time and the date are unknown to
you and known only to the Father in Heaven. Each one is responsible
for his own state of preparedness, but I have come to ask you to make
your hearts ready through the Message of Holy Love. It is My further
request that you come deeply into the Message of Divine Love that I will
be giving you.”
Jesus asks that the people hold up their articles and He will bless
them. Jesus then blessed all the articles and prayed over the people.
“Make your hearts ready, My children, for I am returning.”
The United Hearts Blessing is given.
August 5, 1999/Monthly Message to All Nations
THE EVILS OF APATHY AND COMPROMISE
Jesus and Blessed Mother are here in white. There are hundreds
of angels all around them, and all around the Lake of Angels. Blessed
Mother says: “Praised be Jesus.” Maureen wishes Her “Happy Birthday”.
She nods. [According to some mystics, this is the biological birthday of
Our Lady.] A personal message was given.
Jesus: “I am Divine Love—Divine Mercy—Jesus, born Incarnate.
Today I tell you, My Heart is doubly pierced by the twin thorns of apathy
and compromise. These evils pervade every walk of life. They are present
in every nation. It is through the spirits of compromise and apathy [that]
vocations have been laid to waste. Abortion has been accepted. Birth
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control is not challenged. The Ten Commandments are accepted as
suggestions. Governments have legislated moral issues. Holy Love has
been replaced by selfish love.”
“Here, today, I have sent My Mother with the solution. Through My
Mother, I have shown you the way to span the abyss between Heaven
and earth. I have given you the means with which each soul can be
reconciled to his Creator. It is Holy Love. How easy it sounds. Love God
above all else and your neighbor as yourself. How few pursue it, even
though I commanded all humanity to do so when I walked the earth.”
“Surrender to Me and to Holy Love. With your will, come to Me.
Each ‘yes’ you give Me changes the world forever. Do not deny Me your
love, for I have loved you through all eternity. I am ready to bless your
efforts.”
“My Merciful Arms remain yet extended. But it is past time for earth
to be reconciled with her Creator. Your prayers, My children, My dear
brothers and sisters, extend the hour of My Mercy, and can still change
events in the future. But you must pray with hearts steeped in Holy Love.
Today We are extending to you the Blessing of Our United Hearts.”
August 5, 2001/Monthly Message to All Nations
SPIRITUAL DISEASE
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. Today I have come to address
the issue of disease. While much attention is given to germ warfare and
new diseases, little albeit none, is given to the spiritual disease that has
overwhelmed the soul of the world. This spiritual disease is the one that
should be of greatest concern to everyone, for while a bacteria or virus
affects mortal well-being, the spiritual illness defines the soul’s eternal
life.”
“These are the symptoms of a spiritually ill soul. He has a hedonistic
love of the world and its allurements. Such a soul loves what appeals to
his senses. There is no clearly defined sense of right and wrong in the
spiritually ill. Every decision has, without notice, slipped in a murky gray
area. This is the result of a convoluted conscience. He begins to love
only his own will and does not consider God’s Will. He does not love Me,
trust Me, and will not surrender to Me. But I love him.”
“I tell you the cures and remedies mankind seeks for his ills very
often die in infancy through the sin of abortion. Indeed, the war that is
waged in the womb bears the consequence of war and disease in the
world.”
“Today in truth I tell you, the world does not value spiritual wellbeing, but conversion of heart is the remedy for the tribulations in the
world today. There is no vaccine or miracle drug that heals the spirit.
The answer is not in the stars or crystals or any fortune teller. The cure
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for the woes of the soul is reconciliation with God the Creator of Heaven
and earth.”
“You cannot be reconciled until you seek Divine Mercy and Divine
Love with your whole heart. This is why I say to you, My Victory—the
Victory of Our United Hearts—must be in hearts first and then the
world.”
“My brothers and sisters, you are living in apocalyptic times. Many
things must occur before My Victory will be complete. I tell you this, not
so that you will live in fear, but so that you will come into the transforming
love of the Chambers of My Divine Heart, for the MESSAGE here is
certain and secures your salvation.”
“My brothers and sisters, return here on September 14-15.”
“I’m extending to you today My Healing Blessing of Divine Love.”
October 5, 2001/Monthly Message to All Nations
THE EVIL OF ABORTION
Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed.
Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.” (Jesus and Blessed Mother
were surrounded by the Rosary of the Unborn [see page 65]. There
were large angels stationed at each of the ‘Our Father’ beads.)
Jesus: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. I have come to ask you to
stop killing the life I lovingly place in the womb. Each life that is snuffed
out changes the world forever.”
“My brothers and sisters, I come to you today clothed in truth and
openness. I hide nothing from you. I have no ulterior motive aside from
the safety, salvation and well-being of every soul from the moment of
conception until natural death. I beg your country today to take heed of
My call to end legalized abortion. Do not wait until My solution is your
last alternative.”
“I desire that all humanity unite under the Seal of Holy and
Divine Love—the two great commandments that embrace all the
commandments. Yes, I long to place My Kiss of Divine Love upon the
heart of the world. Then abortion would cease—war would end and
terror would lose her grip upon the throat of the world.”
“My brothers and sisters, it is when you do not place God first,
and when you do not love your neighbor as you do yourselves, that
right reason leaves you. Your consciences become compromised and
you cannot distinguish good from evil. This is the state of confusion
governments are in when they legislate unjust laws. It is the state of
convoluted thinking that leads people to acts of terror. This is how souls
open their hearts to Satan. The world cannot prosper in such confusion.
Little by little, Satan is establishing his anarchy—first in hearts—then in
the world.”
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“But I have come to tell you what the adversary does not want you to
hear; that is, that every Mass you attend, every Communion you receive,
every holy hour you make, every prayer or rosary you say, weakens the
enemy forever in some soul somewhere in the world. This is the way to
victory, little by little—one soul at a time patiently persevering in Holy
Love.”
“The war you are engaged in is not over property or even lives. It
is about souls. It is good against evil. This is why I come here today
seeking to place My Seal upon your hearts. My Seal is Holy and Divine
Love. It is a sign to Satan that you belong to Me spiritually, and he can’t
have you. But I can only place My Seal upon your heart when you obey
the two great commandments of love. Hasten to live the Message and
begin your journey through the Chambers of Our United Hearts; for
when I return in Victory, all will be in the Fifth Chamber of My Heart—the
Kingdom of the Divine Will….”
“We are blessing you with the Blessing of Our United Hearts.”
September 9, 2007
THE IMPACT OF ONE ABORTION
Jesus says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
“Today I come to help society understand the impact of just one
abortion upon the world. When human life, which is divinely created
in the womb, is destroyed by the sin of abortion, the course of human
history is changed forever. All which that human being would have
accomplished in his lifetime is left abandoned. In place of this life
given by Heaven, Satan is allowed to place an angel of darkness,
which influences all the lives that would have been touched by the
one sacrificed upon the altar of abortion—the altar of self-love.”
“This is the reason for so much evil in the world today. You
are living in a world profoundly affected by this one sin alone—
abortion.”

February 5, 2002/Monthly Message to All Nations
HEDONISM—THE SIN THAT BEGETS ALL SIN
Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed.
Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.”
Jesus: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. Today I have come to
speak to all people and every nation about the sin that begets all sin. It is
hedonism. This is the lie that Satan has nurtured in hearts so that belief
is in pleasure, not in God’s law. The soul grasps at the brass ring of
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whatever makes him happy in the present, thereby making any pleasure
the law he forms his conscience around instead of God’s law.”
“Stop and think of the prevalent sins today: Abortion—because the
life in the womb is unwanted, it does not bring pleasure; every sort of
crime against the innocents for the sake of momentary pleasure; greed
in the business world, and consumerism because money is held as a
god.”
“But I come to tell all people today that the law of Holy Love—love
God above all else and your neighbor as yourself—is the law by which
each one will be judged. It matters not if you believe in it, or if you do not
believe in it. Holy Love is the basis of your salvation.”
“The greatest portion of My Mercy falls upon those deepest in sin.
All they need do is turn their hearts towards Me for an instant, and I will
flood their hearts with My forgiveness, and draw them to Me.”
“Do not make a god of pleasure or of your free will. To do so is to
condemn yourself for all eternity. Turn to Me with a contrite heart. Love
Me as I love you.”
“I have come to you to correct the hearts of those who have been
misled by Satan, and to correct the soul of the world. Do not think that
because something gives you pleasure in the flesh that it is good and
pleasing in the eyes of God. You must make all your moment by moment
decisions according to My law of Holy Love, for when I return the Victory
of the United Hearts will come through Holy and Divine Love. There
will be no misfortune; souls will understand their place before God. Yes
indeed, My Father’s Kingdom to come is a Kingdom of Divine Love.”
“Today I tell you that a contrite heart is more pleasing to Me than many
fervent prayers, many Holy Hours, a rigorous fast or even almsgiving.
While all of these are important to holiness, it is the repentant heart I
cherish. True repentance rises from a heart of Holy Love.”
“When you meditate upon My Passion and Death, you bring to Me
contrite hearts. Never fail Me in this, then. Mercy begets mercy. When
you give Me contrite hearts by your efforts, I will never fail you in My
Mercy.”
“We are blessing you today with the Blessing of Our United
Hearts.”
July 5, 2002/Monthly Message to All Nations
BITTER GRIEVANCES OF THE SACRED HEART
Jesus is here with His Heart exposed. He says: “I am your Jesus,
born Incarnate. It is the Divine and Perfect Will of My Eternal Father
that I come to you today in order to increase, unite and strengthen the
remnant faithful. From this day forward ALL My public messages to you
will be under the title: DIVINE LOVE SPEAKS TO THE REMNANT
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FAITHFUL. It is this REMNANT that perseveres in the TRADITION OF
FAITH despite all obstacles.”
“I come, My brothers and sisters, to bring you into the richness of
My Sacred Heart. I desire to share with you the bitter grievances of My
Heart. I ask that you reflect upon these grievances and assuage My
Heart with your love—your Holy Love.”
“First and foremost, I grieve for the loss of innocence in the world.
Because of modern communications and travel, this loss of the virtue of
chastity is more widespread than ever before. Innocent little children are
used and exploited by a pleasure-seeking segment of the population.”
“Closely adjoined to this grievance is the taking of innocent lives
through artificial birth control and abortion. Artificial contraception is
most often just another form of abortion. The innocent lives I give are
destroyed before they can flourish in the womb. Couples prefer the
pleasure, but not the new life.”
“I also grieve for the worship of false idols by so many. The gods of
money, power and unnatural sins of the flesh have consumed the heart
of the world.”
“I come to you today to ask you, not only to soothe My aching Heart,
but the Heart of My Mother who suffers intimately along with Me. The
only solution for all of these grievances of My Heart is Holy Love; for
Holy Love alone can heal all wounds.”
“I desire the welfare of your souls which can only come to you through
love. Therefore, I call you into the spectrum of Holy Love which is holiness
and salvation itself. This alone is the solution to man’s desensitization
towards God and His commandments. Holy Love dictates an end to
terror in the womb and in the world. Holy Love calls all humanity to unite
and to step into the First Chamber of Our United Hearts. Outside of Holy
Love, you are not living in harmony with God’s Divine Will.”
“I am blessing you today with My Blessing of Divine Love.”
October 5, 2002/Monthly Message to the Remnant Faithful
THE COURAGE TO FACE THE FUTURE
Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed.
Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.”
Jesus: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. I have come to address
My remnant faithful, for I know My sheep and My sheep know Me. You
are the ones who tenaciously cling to the tradition of faith handed down
through the ages in the face of compromise and deceit.”
“Today, the future yawns before you. You must not be fooled by titles
or positions of esteem in the eyes of the world, but always search out
the truth. Satan, who was once waiting in the wings, is now on stage and
accepting the accolades of many. He will rise to power in the name of
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peace, but his peace will be based on lies. Even many of My flock who
have been faithful will be tricked into following him.”
“This is why you must be cautious in every present moment. Base
your decisions on Holy Love, for herein lies the truth and your eternal
security.”
“Some of My lambs will make decisions based on financial security.
Whole nations will be led astray by this means. As My remnant, you
must choose truth in the face of leaders who chase false promises. I
tell you, the greatest threat today is Satan’s action within hearts, for it
is under the guise of good that he hides and accomplishes evil in the
world. Just as he appears to be winning, the United Hearts will come in
triumph, and evil will be confounded once again as in ages past.”
“Satan thought himself victorious at My crucifixion, but was
confounded when I rose from the dead. In this age he will be seated in
power—but fall—when I return in glory and truth.”
“In the future, My little lambs, you will need to cling to the truth of
the tenets of your faith with courage—tenacious courage. Do not be
discouraged by apostasy and heresy which will abound all about you.
Realize that this is part of the cross that My remnant is asked to carry.
Prayer and sacrifice are the means by which you will find courage to
accept your crosses. The cross is My Victory.”
“When you cooperate with the cross, you are part of My Victory. It is
only through the cross that true victory comes.”
“My brothers and sisters, it is true that you are living in the world
during uncertain times. You do not know what God will require of you in
the next present moment. But be assured of My Mother’s assistance,
for Her Immaculate Heart is the Refuge of the remnant faithful. Do not
become fearful, then, but live in Faith, Hope and Love, and always trust.
Seek your refuge in My Mother’s Heart which is Holy Love.”
“We’re blessing you with the Blessing of Our United Hearts.”
November 5, 2002/Monthly Message to the Remnant Faithful
GREED, HATRED AND UNFORGIVENESS
Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed.
Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.” (Blessed Mother gave a
personal message to Fr. Kenney.)
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. I have come once again to address
My Remnant Faithful. Today, the woes of the world can be summed up in
one word—greed. This greed is founded on selfishness—an inordinate
self-love. I have come into the world at this site as Divine Love—My
Mother as Holy Love. This Love is juxtaposed to greed which brings
hatred and unforgiveness into the heart.”
“The more the human heart is centered on self, the less he can
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surrender to Divine Love. The first step in surrender is to give up and
give to Me all your wants. The second step is to give Me all your needs.
The last step is to trust Me and My plans for you.”
“But when you look at the problems of the world today, you can see
that, for the most part, people and nations trust only in themselves and their
human efforts. This is why there is an escalated arms race, an unequal
distribution of resources, abortion and embryonic experimentation, and
every possible sin against human decency.”
“The world has not learned from its own history—that it cannot exist
apart from God—that it cannot thrive outside of love. Indeed, earth is
separating itself from the Divine, seemingly unaware of its dependence
on the Divine Will.”
“Today, I am lifting up My Remnant Faithful as an army of love. You
are My prayer warriors and My brigade of victim souls. It is only by merit
of your efforts that the Arm of Justice is withheld.”
“The sacred journey of the Chambers of Our United Hearts has
been reserved for this hour of tribulation; for this journey is the way out
of violence, war and sin. This journey is the road to salvation, holiness,
perfection and sanctity. I caution you, no one can make the journey
without looking into his own heart. This is what holds many back.”
“It is only by Divine Love and Divine Mercy that the world has not
seen even greater chastisement than it has. It is the foolhardy that do
not see that. Earth must hasten to her conversion through Holy Love.
My Mother weeps bitter tears for lives that will be cut short because of
hatred in hearts.”
“In days to come the arrogant nation will be brought to its knees.
What is hidden in darkness will be brought into the light. The just will cry
out and be shown My Mercy. Indeed, the sun is setting on this age of
hypocrisy, and rising on the age of truth.”
“My dear Remnant Faithful, in you is My hope. In you rests the
security and the peace of the world at large. I am depending upon,
and relying upon your relentless prayers and sacrifices; for it is by this
means I can extend grace—extraordinary grace—to souls and to the
world—graces that can change history forever.”
“I am asking you, My little lambs, to go amongst the wolves and
propagate the Chambers of Our United Hearts. Do not fear the ways
in which it is received. Some will accept it for what it is—the way of
salvation, holiness and sanctity; others will doubt. Still others will reject
what you offer completely. Do not lose heart. Persevere!”
“We extend to you the Blessing of Our United Hearts.”
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September 5, 2003/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation

THE EMBRACE OF CORRUPTION

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed.
Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.”
Jesus says: “I am here, your Jesus, born Incarnate. Today I have
come to redirect the heart of the world which passionately pursues the
path of destruction. The embrace of corruption stems from the embrace
of self-love and apathy towards God and neighbor.”
“When you become a lover of self, you seek only to please yourself.
Your heart is full of passion for things of the world and all that these things
bear with them—money, power and acclaim amongst men. You have no
insight into God’s Divine Will or your eternal salvation. It is a wretched
path with empty goals. Do not think that because My Justice has not
come into your world that it will not come. Each soul is accountable for
every present moment. Holy Judgment sees through every pretense.”
“Today I invite you to begin anew. Trust in My Provision and give
up shrewd and clever ways. Open your hearts to the grace I send you
through the Heart of My Mother. You are, after all, no more than you are
in My sight.”
“I delay the day when every heart will be laid bare, for I desire to
increase and strengthen My Faithful Remnant. I am building them up
like strong reeds in the wind. These, My faithful ones, will be like eagles
that fly above the torrent of compromise and error which now moves
through the Church like an invisible wave. Do not be discouraged, My
little ones, or feel I am deaf to your prayers. I am your strength—My
Mother your protection. You are the bounty of My efforts. Your prayers
are My strength amongst men. With them, I will confound the proud.”
“Today I invite you to see that when error is supported due to gender
identification crisis, the Tradition of Faith is weakened, and disunity
which is always darkness is embraced. Remember, the adversary
always comes clothed in some good. His enticements may seem just,
but are not founded on truth. The Remnant Faithful who shed light on
error are often persecuted. In the end, however, I Myself, will uphold the
righteous. Therefore, do not be bullied into embracing error.”
“Understand that every persecution bears its good fruit in due
time—just as every prayer petition bears some good fruit. When you lay
a petition upon My Heart, do so with sublime trust which mirrors your
love for Me. Do not place the human factor of time upon My response
to your petition. To do so reflects a lack of trust in My Timing which is
always perfect. Neither should you presume you know the best answer
to your petitions. That, too, reflects a pride. Let Me be God—you be My
instruments.”
“My brothers and sisters, as your country mourns the second
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anniversary of a great act of terrorism and loss of life, let the Flame of
Divine Love be your consolation. Surrender to Me your free will, for it is
in this surrender I am able to convert the unrepentant heart.”
“Today We’re extending to you the Blessing of Our United Hearts.”
December 5, 2003/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation

EXCESSES OF THE HUMAN HEART

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed.
Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.”
Jesus: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. My dear brothers and
sisters, if your faith does not proceed from a heart steeped in Holy Love,
your faith will prove superficial in times of temptation and doubt. It is only
when you live in Holy Love that you can more readily see evils that come
clothed in goodness. This is the reason so many are tricked and misled
by those that abuse their authority. Humility does not take advantage of
title or position, nor hold a hidden agenda in its heart. Those who seek
the journey into the Chambers of Our United Hearts must surrender first
their own will and become childlike in their faith.”
“Today it is true that the human heart is given over to excesses.
I speak of excessive self-love which fathers excessive sensuality,
materialism, hunger for control and ambitious pride. At no time in history
have these excesses been more widely spread—the reason being
telecommunications and advance technology in modes of travel. The
believer can easily see how Satan has taken good and twisted it to fit
his needs.”
“The remedies and solutions I offer, for the most part go unattended—
prayer, sacrifice—if you are Catholic, devotion to the sacraments, and
most of all adherence to Holy Love. These strong remedies which would
turn back the wrath of God are mainly ignored for their simplicity, and
because they require a certain amount of self-surrender. Those devoted
to excess want to take and not give. Therefore, understand when
disaster, wars or any injustice comes, it is the direct result of excessive
inordinate self-love.”
“These same excesses have visited My Church, as well, for it is not
immune to error as recent disclosures have proven. If I were not Truth
Itself, I would not point this out. As it is, in truth I tell you, much is yet to
come.”
“I have come to tell you that the simplicity and beauty of this Message
proves its origin is Heaven itself. The Message is a holy refuge for My
Remnant Faithful. Expect Satan to oppose this Mission and so, too, the
Message. Do not look at title or position of the ones who set themselves
up in opposition to this Mission, but remember I have forewarned you of
Satan’s plans.”
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“My brothers and. sisters, today once again, I invite you into My
Mother’s Heart which is Holy Love itself. Imitate Her Heart. Holy Love is
the way out of every situation and the sum total of every solution. Abide
in love and you will abide in the Divine Will of the Eternal Father.”
“Today We’re extending to you the Blessing of Our United Hearts.”
July 5, 2004/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation
TRUE FREEDOM
Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed.
Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.”
Jesus: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. I have come to help the
world understand that true freedom does not come to you through
wealth, fame or power. True freedom comes to the hearts of those who
seek to do the Will of My Father.”
“Some see freedom as the right to choose certain sins such as
abortion or homosexuality. This is Satan’s attempt to twist the truth. He
has fooled many into compromising their own salvation. Millions are
slaves to sins that are an abomination in My Eyes. Lust is not the same
as love and self-love is the enemy of Holy Love. Self-love in its extremes
convinces the soul that sin is his right. Indeed, it is a choice, but a choice
for evil over good.”
“Today, the innocence of childhood is violated like unripened fruit
plucked from a tree and consumed by the voracious appetite of sin.
Innocence is no longer cherished or safeguarded, but has become the
victim of sinful appetites. This is what forms deep in the heart of souls
and whole nations. It is a call for My Justice.”
“My brothers and sisters, many do not recognize the evil that lies
all around them for there is a fog of spiritual confusion over good and
evil. But the time approaches when the conscience of the world will be
aroused—then the difference between good and evil will be distinct.
Pray that you make the right choices during these times.”
“We’re blessing you with the Blessing of Our United Hearts.”
August 5, 2004/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation
THE ANGEL CHIP
Jesus and Blessed Mother are here all in white with Their Hearts
exposed. Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.” Jesus says: “I am
your Jesus, born Incarnate.” They greet the priests and those here.
Blessed Mother says: “Thank you for coming here today.”
Jesus: “My brothers and sisters, as we celebrate today the
anniversary of My Mother’s birth, let us contemplate in our hearts how
our Heavenly Mother cooperated with God’s plan for Her. In your hearts
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today, give Her the gift of this heavenly simplicity of purpose in your life
by cooperating with God’s Will in the present moment which is always
Holy Love.”
“I have come to help you understand what those devoted to the
world do not understand. The world economy is based on mankind’s
love of consumerism. Satan is taking charge of the world’s finances.
He is putting into place the ‘angel’ chip which in years just ahead all will
find necessary to have in order to conduct even the simplest of business
on a day-to-day basis. This ‘angel’ chip—so named to give it a positive
image—will be inserted under the skin. It will be touted as a way of
finding lost children, making financial transactions more expedient and
making readily available personal data in case of emergencies.”
“Here is the truth. This ‘angel’ is a ‘dark angel’. It will be used by
Satan to seat the antichrist upon his throne. By means of this chip—
which will carry with it the mark of the beast—the adversary will be able
to control minds. He will, in an instant, know the whereabouts of all
who wear it. Through this little chip he will be able to ignite his brand of
spirituality worldwide.”
“Those who love Me—those who seek to live in the Divine Will—
must never concede to wearing this ‘dark angel’ under their skin. You,
My chosen ones, must not allow Satan to manipulate you in this way.
You are Mine and I desire that you remain so. Your welfare is in the
Refuge of Our United Hearts.”
“We are united in Holy and Divine Love. Do not leave My Mother and
Me for the sake of that ‘dark angel’ which would cause you to lose your
very soul. Trust in My Provision. I will care for each of you in unheard of
ways—ways that you could not fathom. My grace will pour into the lives
of My Remnant. You must not fear. The hour is desperate for the millions
who will follow Satan. You must not be desperate. You do not need all
the answers of how you will survive. You need trust. My Remnant will be
given opportunities to assist one another through Divine Providence.”
“I have not come to frighten you, but to expose the truth of these times
in which you live. The days of the antichrist’s power will be shortened
for the sake of the elect. See that he is already preparing to mount his
throne. Never before have such blasphemous moral issues been the
subject of political debate. Never before has such famine overtaken
the world populace. Here I do not speak of starvation for lack of bodily
nourishment. The world is hungering and starving for love. Yet, when I
send My Mother with Holy Love, and when I come Myself with Divine
Love, even My friends challenge Me.”
“This will not deter us from our chosen path. This Mission is eternal,
just as love itself is eternal. It reaches from Heaven to earth, and back
again to Heaven through the Divine Will of My Father. Evil will be
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defeated by a chain of events through this union of love.”
“Today We are imparting to you the Blessing of Our United Hearts.”
March 5, 2005/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation
THE EVILS OF APATHY AND COMPLACENCY
Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed.
Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.”
Jesus: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. Today I have come to
address those truly consecrated to Our United Hearts. Your greatest
enemy is complacency. Do not think because everything is safe and
secure in this moment that it will be so in the next. What you see as
security—food, clothing, shelter, even finances—is all-fleeting. Your
safety and security needs to be the refuge of Our United Hearts. This is
a refuge you cannot see or touch—yet it is eternal.”
“If you truly believe in Our United Hearts, you will exhaust every
effort to pull mankind away from temporal satisfaction and into this
Spiritual Refuge. Mankind must step away from pleasing his senses and
seek only to please God and neighbor.”
“I have come to tell you that the future of the world rests on mankind’s
respect for one another as creations of God. Without this respect and
love of one another, certain disasters are bound to occur by My Father’s
Permitting Will. I tell you all of this out of the unconditional love I hold in
My Heart for each one of you.”
“Open your hearts and I will lay bare your consciences. This is the
only way to change and to come deeper into the Chambers of My Heart.
I am asking you to allow your free will to move in favor of a deeper
love for Me. This is the way to peace and reconciliation with God and
neighbor. You must desire it in order to will it.”
“Apathy and complacency are your enemies as time is running out.
Certain plans that are in hearts will be revealed in the world soon unless
you take Me seriously. My call to you today is not just for one, but for
all.”
“Do not waste time questioning the events that are rapidly unfolding
at this apparition site. I am sending a multitude of graces so that hearts
will change and open to Holy Love. Any doubts you embrace are
temptations from Satan to keep you away from Me.”
“Allow Me to describe to you how beautiful the world would be if
all people respected one another as God’s creation. There would be
no wars, no abortions or birth control, no pornography or violation of
innocence. God would will disease to be eradicated. There would be
no crime; therefore, no prisons. Hunger and poverty would be relieved.
In short you would be living in the New Jerusalem. Is it any wonder I
call you to this? Mankind desires the fruits of the solution—but not the
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solution.”
“Today I have come to remind you that you are children of the Light.
As children of the Light, you must help Me to overcome the darkness
that lies buried in hearts. I have given you the means to accomplish this
which is Holy Love. Please choose this remedy—please choose to help
Me in this battle against evil.”
“Today We are blessing you with the Blessing of Our United
Hearts.”
January 5, 2006/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation

UNITE IN RIGHTEOUSNESS

“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
“I come once again to illuminate the conscience of the world in truth.
Love does not become compromised by truth and, I tell you, there is
no such thing as a half-truth. A half-truth is a lie. I implore souls to be
united in righteousness. It is only in the light of righteousness you will
understand the importance of each soul and every heart in My Victory
over evil.”
“Today Satan holds sway over hearts, portraying slavery to sin as
freedom and rights. Under evil disguise of some imagined good, he has
succeeded in removing any sign of Christianity from many public places.
He has destroyed life in the womb in a universal effort to weaken My
Mother’s call to holiness and lead souls to perdition. In this effort, he has
destroyed not only life in the womb, but the lives of those who participate
in this sin—mothers, fathers, doctors, nurses—indeed, all those who sit
quietly by and do not oppose abortion.”
“There have been unprecedented natural disasters around the
world, especially within the last few years. This is the direct result of sin.
So once again, I tell you, I have come to arouse the conscience of the
world. Awake from your apathy and see that the path you follow does not
lead to My Sacred Heart, but to perdition.”
“I hold in My Heart an ocean of mercy for all those who seek it with a
contrite heart. True contrition is based on love—a love of righteousness.
Righteousness is acceptance of the truth of good and evil, and the
decision to live according to the Commandments of Love while avoiding
evil. I await the contrite heart with My Arms outstretched. I hold no grudge
against those who seek My Mercy. Turn to Me. Be united with Me and
with one another in My Father’s Will...”
April 5, 2006/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation
Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed.
Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.” Jesus says: “I am your
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Jesus, born Incarnate.”
“My brothers and sisters, today I address you as My ‘Remnant
Faithful.’ I ask you to safeguard the Tradition of Faith as the truth which
is passed down through the authentic lineage of popes. There is much
confusion in this age—confusion brought about by the liberalists who
are fond of using Vatican II as their scapegoat.”
“Be certain you are listening to the truth in all matters of faith
and morals. Do not allow yourselves to be misled. Where salvation is
concerned, you cannot be too careful. It is you, My Faithful Remnant,
that must lift the cloud of Satan’s deceit and bring the light of truth to the
forefront.”
“…Moral degeneration, terrorism and violence are now common—
hardly even newsworthy. As My Faithful Remnant, I urge you to pray for
an awakening of the difference between good and evil in every heart.”
“My brothers and sisters, you must know that there are evil plots
in hearts in distant parts of the world not connected with the Western
world. You can pray against this, for it is always disordered self-love
which leads to such pride and arrogance.”
“Today We are blessing you with Our Blessing of the United
Hearts.”
Read: Book of Titus 2: 11-15.
August 5, 2006/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation
NATIONS TAKE ON THE PERSONALITY OF THEIR LEADERS
Jesus and Blessed Mother are here dressed in bright white with
gold trim. Their Hearts are exposed. Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to
Jesus.” Jesus says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
Jesus: “I have been watching you with your puppy.* I cannot help but
compare your experience with My own. I go through similar problems,
joys and expectations with souls. The puppy—one minute is loving,
adorable, melting your heart—the next minute she is in danger without
knowing it, and you reach out to rescue her. She is inquisitive and
mischievous without caution. She is easily pulled away from bonding
with you by chasing a butterfly.”
“See that souls who come close to Me are much the same. Satan
tempts them in ways they do not recognize. They flit from one temptation
to another, placing themselves in spiritual danger. Often, when I reach
out to rescue them, they ignore Me. Like the puppy who is difficult to
catch sometimes, some souls hold themselves out of My reach.”
“Now I invite you to understand that whole nations are like the
puppy, depending on their elected leaders. This is because nations take
on the personality of their leaders. If the leaders have Holy Love in their
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hearts, then the nation is led closer to Me in their policies and legislation.
But today, too many nations are on the brink of disaster—ignoring My
warnings that come from those close to Me; they will not allow Me to
rescue them. There is much subterfuge and many hidden agendas, as
individuals (therefore, whole nations) try to become world powers, not
through good, but through evil.”
“I cannot redirect nations if their leaders will not listen. However, the
souls within each nation have the right to listen to Me. I will speak then,
to individual souls. Do not be hungry for power, money or control. Do
not worry about your reputation amongst people. In simplicity only try
to appeal to Me. The way to appeal to Me is through Holy Love. Pray,
sacrifice and do penance. I will never abandon you. My Love is constant.
If you stray, I will always welcome you back. Influence others to live
the same way that I encourage you to live. My Victory will come first in
hearts, and then in the whole world.”
“While some world leaders try to force change towards evil through
sweeping policies by merit of their power, I invite individual souls to come
into My Heart by choosing Holy Love. It is the choices of individuals
that chart the course of the future—the timing and nature of My Justice.
Therefore, do not take your individual choices lightly. Your choices also
determine your own eternity.”
“Your new puppy’s whole world is centered on her relationship with
you, her owners. So it is meant to be with My little lambs in the world.
Every grace in this life, including life itself, is dependent upon God’s
Provision flowing through His Divine Will. My lambs that lose their way
have lost sight of this and believe more in their own efforts than in the
Hand of Providence. I invite you to see, this is like a puppy that bites
the hand that feeds her. Few puppies are so foolish, but many humans
are.”
“Turn your hearts over to loving gratitude, mankind. Then all that
has been given you will be added, too. I, Myself, will be your protector
against the wiles of Satan.”
“At last, I remind you of the incident two days ago when Katie, the
puppy, was running with a sharp object in her mouth. No matter what
you did, you could not get her attention or grab her. Finally, you poured
a container of water on her. She stopped and you were able to save
her from disaster. Well, today I am pouring ‘buckets’ of grace into the
world, hoping to get the attention of humanity and to save the world
from disaster. These Messages and this Mission are a great portion of
that ‘bucket’ of grace. Through the graces offered here, I hope to snatch
humanity from the grip of Satan’s clutches.”
“Today I tell you solemnly, that Satan has a stranglehold upon the
throat of humanity in the form of inordinate self-love. Because of this
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disordered self-love, every type of disaster, famine, financial problems
fall upon earth, for Satan in all his lies, seeks the destruction of the
planet, as well as all those who inhabit it. Therefore, become part of
My little Remnant through Holy Love, and live only for My Victory within
hearts.”
“We’re blessing you with the Blessing of Our United Hearts.”
* Katie – Maureen’s 11-week-old Golden Retriever puppy.
January 5, 2007/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation

SUBCULTURES OF PERVERSION

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed.
Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.” Jesus says: “I am your
Jesus, born Incarnate.”
Jesus: “Today I have come to help My Remnant understand that it is
the subcultures of the world which control and manipulate society in this
age of relativism. I speak in particular of the subcultures of homosexuality,
feminism and the Masons. All of these are far more widely spread and
influential than the average citizen realizes. Their influence is felt in
church and world politics, moral standards and finances.”
“Remember, I do not come here on the fifth of every month to
cooperate with Satan’s lies. I come to uncover evil and to shed light on
darkness. I come to strengthen My Remnant Faithful and to fragment
the enemy.”
“My brothers and sisters, I desire your unity in the truth. Herein lies
your peace. Power, as an end in itself, divides. Greed is the fruit of
corruption. Reputation is passing at best.”
“You, My brothers and sisters, must harvest the truth which is Holy
and Divine Love. Only then will you have myriads of angels at your
defense and My Immaculate Mother as your Refuge.”
“My brothers and sisters, realizing that the heart of the world is
controlled by a subculture of perversion, you must decide not to be a
part of it. Live always in the Light of Truth. Then, as children of this Light,
you will not be tricked into easy compromise.”
“This Mission of Holy Love is one of My Command Posts of Truth of
the Remnant Faithful and of certain victory. Truth must be victorious in
your hearts first and foremost. Therefore, pray to be enlightened as to
any fault within your own heart, which presents itself as an obstacle to
living in the truth of Holy Love. Such a prayer pleases Me.”
“The more souls choose to live in Holy Love, the less the world will
be threatened by wars, terrorism, disease and every sort of disaster.
People must learn to depend on this Divine solution more than any
power in the world. It is this Divine Remedy of Holy Love in hearts that
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is your peace plan, your cure and your salvation.”
“Holy Love is a challenge to live under the sovereignty of God’s
Divine Will. Do not be tricked into thinking there is another alternative.
Such a suggestion appeals to the god of self-love. You cannot be your
own god. Such arrogance has destroyed past civilizations.”
“I am telling you these things to help you realize that moral
degeneration marks the beginning of the end for certain cultures and
nations. This is not My Father’s plan for you, but a path you choose
yourselves out of self-love. Only through God’s Will can the victory be
won.”
“My brothers and sisters, once again I come to invite you into Our
United Hearts which is Love and Mercy itself. The path has been laid
bare—the way made known. Do not look for any new twist or nuance
but follow the tried and true path of Holy and Divine Love, and allow My
Father’s Kingdom of His Divine Will to be established in your heart in this
present moment.”
“We’re blessing you with Our Blessing of the United Hearts.”
February 5, 2007/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation

SUBCULTURE OF SECULARISM

Jesus says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
“I come here to draw all people and all nations into My Father’s
Paternal Heart, which is His Divine Will. To be one with My Father’s
Divine Will is to embrace the Law of Love and to reinforce love in hearts
that grow weak in the face of compromise and persecution.”
“Do not think that when you choose Holy Love over any alternative,
that you will not be challenged and set upon by the enemy. Your moment
to moment decisions to live in the Divine Will are a frontal attack upon
enemy forces. Let your armor be St. Michael’s Shield of Truth and
your weapon, prayer, which is steeped in Holy Love. TO THE ENEMY,
Holy Love is a venomous viper that strikes at his heart and renders
him weakened. Therefore, do not listen to any of Satan’s discouraging
suggestions against good and holy choices.”
“Listen graciously now as I unravel Satan’s web of deceit. Through
the subculture of secularism, the evil one has erased the constitutional
right of mankind to acknowledge God in schools, in public places, in
courts of law—right down to the public greetings given at Christmas. He
presents the reason for this as a violation of the rights of those who are
not Christian. In the same way, he promotes the right to choose life or
death for the unborn—the expectant mother being the only one whose
‘rights’ are considered.”
“In both cases, the evil one promotes the rights of one group while
transgressing the rights of another group. So, in fact, the adversary
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is not promoting liberty at all, but he is supporting the ideals of past
regimes—such as, Communism, Nazism, and even more if you go back
to past declines of earlier civilizations.”
“You, My Remnant Faithful, must not be duped by his tricks. Do not
seek to please the majority—please Me! Do not be ashamed to show
Me reverence as you approach the altar to receive Me. Do not be afraid
to listen to Me after Communion. Outwardly, show signs of your Faith.
Always carry sacramentals with you as a sign to all that you love Me.”
“Christians are not meant to hide under a lamp stand. If some are
offended by what you stand for, the fault lies within the heart of the
accusers. Do not try to make your special relationship with Me blend in
with the mundane world so as to please others.”
“Secularism is affecting many within the Church, as well. Too much
effort is spent on pleasing the liberals, who themselves need to be called
back to the true Deposit of Faith. People are being misled by these
efforts to appease.”
“Church law is the same for one and all, and cannot be twisted to
suit special interest groups or political persona. Once again, I remind
you, I do not transgress time and space to stroke egos and to ‘make
allowances’ for heretics. I come to reveal the truth.”
July 5, 2007/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation
CALL TO JOIN THE ARMY OF LOVE
Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed.
Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.” Jesus says: “I am your
Jesus, born Incarnate.”
Jesus: “Today I have come to gather My flock in Holy and Divine
Love. My brothers and sisters, evil is uniting towards the common goal
of controlling the world. Their impetus is hatred. You, My brothers and
sisters, must—as children of the Light—be united in Holy and Divine
Love. Let love of God and neighbor be the motive of your unity so that
God’s Divine Will can establish the Kingdom of the New Jerusalem in
the world.”
“Do not be divided as to certain beliefs, but see each other a brother
and sister—children of God—children of the Light. It is Satan who desires
your division and suggests that you focus on your differences. I call you
into My Heart of Divine Love where all are one and united.”
“If you love each other as I love you, then you will not fear My call.
You will not be discouraged by the term ‘ecumenical,’ but see it as My
call to be united in love.”
“The enemy’s stronghold is in hearts that do not love. Therefore,
you, My dear brothers and sisters, must be examples of Holy and Divine
Love in the world. It is one way of spreading these Messages.”
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“The only way to lasting peace and perfect unity is through the Divine
Will of the Eternal Father. My Father’s Will is Holy and Divine Love. So
called ‘religions’ or organizations that dictate secret agendas or acts of
violence are not of God, but of Satan. Know this and believe it. Your
unity in love is your weapon.”
“I desire that you understand that I am openly calling you into an
Army of Love. If you are not for Me, then you are against Me. Respect
My call to you and respect one another from conception to natural death.
I come to you so that My Army of Love will increase in numbers, and be
strengthened in love by accepting My call.”
“Do not think that you have a better way through some clandestine
call. My goals are accomplished in the Light of Truth. You cannot
accomplish any good outside of the truth.”
“I come calling, pleading for your solidarity and positive response to
My call. Be united in Divine Love. Do not wait for the lofty approval of
someone else to tell you it is okay to respond to Me. I tell you, evil forces
are not awaiting approvals to gain power in hearts.”
“Please understand, I am calling you, not to be hidden but to openly
proclaim your commitment to Holy and Divine Love, for this, My dear
ones, is the Triumph and the Victory.”
“If you are listening to Me, you will not be dissuaded by the swirl of
controversy Satan has set in motion around this Mission, the Messages
and the messenger. If you are listening to Me, you will not be confused
by the term ‘ecumenical,’ which by definition, is not exclusive, but allinclusive. Realize today that I am here to draw you together in love, not
to separate and divide.”
“Today I remind you—not to choose to be part of My Army of Love—
is to choose. You must be with Me. There is a battle going on in hearts—a
spiritual battle—between good and evil that most do not recognize. I am
appointing each of you who live according to these Messages to be
recruitment officers for this Army of Love, by spreading the Messages,
by praying the Rosary of the Unborn [see page 65]; for this, too, is a way
of bringing souls to Me.”
Blessed Mother says: “I am placing all your petitions in My Son’s
Most Sacred Heart today. Be encouraged and live in hope.”
Jesus says: “We’re blessing you now with Our Blessing of the United
Hearts.”
November 5, 2007/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation

REALITY RELIGION

Jesus is here with His Heart in His Hand. His Heart is encircled
with thorns. Blessed Mother is here with Her Heart exposed. She says:
“Praise be to Jesus.” Jesus says: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
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Jesus: “In the world of entertainment, you have, as you call it,
‘reality television.’ What I am addressing here today is ‘reality religion.’
In the political realm, there are conservative and liberal politicians. By
searching out where loyalties lie on certain issues, the voter can easily
identify if the politician is liberal or conservative.”
“In the religious world, the same battle is being waged, liberal vs.
conservative; but the battle, for the most part, is hidden behind prestigious
titles. These positions and titles bespeak authority despite the school of
thought that is supported. Therefore, the average lay person accepts
opinions by merit of title and not by merit of substance.”
“But I have come today to open the eyes of all. You must strengthen
the heart of the Church by rallying around those who support tradition.
(Eph 2:20-22) * These are the ones loyal to the Holy Father, devoted to My
Real Presence and to My Mother through the rosary.” (Mt 16:13-19) **
“Open your eyes and your hearts. Realize that your religious
freedoms are being taken away from you under the catch-phrase of ‘civil
liberties.’ You have removed God from all public places and allowed
violence and confusion to be the replacement.”
“Be aware of motives behind titles of your leaders and of the
direction they lead you in. (2 Tim 3:1-5) *** A false conscience is not a
reason for misplaced loyalties. Each soul has the responsibility in this
life to discover where the truth of righteousness lies. Do not be spiritually
blinded by pomp, but educated in the truth.” (2 Tim 4:1-5) ****
“Solemnly I tell you, you must be strong enough in Holy Love to
hang on to the sound doctrine of these Messages, and let go of the
opinions of those who oppose the righteous path of Holy Love; for this
is the hour in which I call for reconciliation and unity amongst all people
and all nations.”
“If you are Catholic, realize that the Consecration of the bread and
wine into My Body and Blood can only be accomplished by a man who
is ordained a priest. Avoid any other opinion. Remember, Satan is at the
root of every discord.”
“The reason I speak to you in such a straightforward manner in this
Message is I do not wish any of My lambs to be led astray by the deceit
of Satan. Compromise is Satan’s tool. You must openly stand for the
truth. Learn to look at the words and actions of those who try to influence
you, and not at their title or importance in the world.”
“Remember, I look at the heart, not at power or influence in this
worldly existence. Therefore, allow Holy Love to flourish in your hearts.
In this way, you will strengthen the world and the Church according to
righteousness.”
“My brothers and sisters, today My Heart is encompassed by
many thorns—thorns that My friends have placed there, for they do
not understand this Mission; they do not believe in the Messages, and
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they oppose Me. You, My children, are children of light, for you have
accepted this Mission and the Messages in your hearts, and you live in
the light of truth.”
“Today, We’re extending to you the Complete Blessing of Our United
Hearts.”
* Eph 2:20-22
“You are built upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Christ
Jesus himself being the cornerstone, in whom the whole structure is
joined together and grows into a holy temple in the Lord.”
** Mt 16:13-19
“Now when Jesus came into the district of Caesarea Philippi, he asked
his disciples, ‘Who do men say that the Son of man is?’ And they said,
‘Some say John the Baptist, others say Elijah, and others Jeremiah or
one of the prophets.’ He said to them, ‘But who do you say that I am?’
Simon Peter replied, ‘You are the Christ, the Son of the living God.’ And
Jesus answered him, ‘Blessed are you, Simon Bar-Jona! For flesh and
blood has not revealed this to you, but my Father who is in heaven. And
I tell you, you are Peter, and on this rock I will build my church, and the
powers of death shall not prevail against it.’”
*** 2 Tim 3:1-5
“But understand this, that in the last days there will come times of stress.
For men will be lovers of self, lovers of money, proud, arrogant, abusive,
disobedient to their parents, ungrateful, unholy, inhuman, implacable,
slanderers, profligates, fierce, haters of good, treacherous, reckless,
swollen with conceit, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God.”
**** 2 Tim 4:1-5
“I charge you in the presence of God and of Christ Jesus who is to judge
the living and the dead, and by his appearing and his kingdom; preach
the word, be urgent in season and out of season, convince, rebuke and
exhort, be unfailing in patience and in teaching. For the time is coming
when people will not endure sound teaching, but having itching ears
they will accumulate for themselves teachers to suit their own likings,
and will turn away from listening to the truth and wander into myths.”
February 5, 2008/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation

COMPROMISING THE TRUTH

“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
“Solemnly I tell you, that today in the world there are few in number
who seek to please Me above all else. Love of God has been replaced
by love of self above all else. This is portrayed by departure from the
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truth in various ways and in all walks of life. Whole groups of some
whom I chose to serve Me [including those who have chosen a religious,
consecrated life] have lost their sense of righteous direction and choose,
instead, to be known as ‘liberal thinkers.’ But they are serving a false
god—the god of self-love that is the god of reputation, avarice, power
and money. Many such as these hide behind important titles which
demand esteem.”
“So today I come to you, telling you to be consecrated to the truth—
the truths of the Tradition of Faith, the truths of the Ten Commandments,
the truth of My Laws of Holy Love. This takes effort—effort not to be
pulled off course by what the world esteems—effort to please Me.”
“Do not be afraid of littleness, for this is the truth of My call to you.
When you are insignificant in the eyes of the world, you are important
in My Eyes and in the Heart of My Father. Be bold only in standing for
the truth.”
“Today, as I address all people and all nations, I will relate to you why
souls depart from the truth. Such souls establish within their hearts their
own truth—a truth which is self-serving. The motive for this is always
self-love. Perhaps they feel rejected by someone, and so they set about
saying the one who ‘rejected’ them is not worthy of their affection or
esteem anyway. Perhaps they manipulate laws, both secular or religious
in nature, for material gain or to gain power or improve their reputation.
In every case, they reinvent the ‘truth’ to suit themselves, but they are
really living a lie.”
“The truth does not exist to please people but to please God. This
is why society today has become morally degenerate. People please
themselves and not God. This, too, is the answer to why this particular
Mission has come under such attack. The persecutors of this Mission
attack the truth of Scripture and of Church tradition. The Holy Father
himself encourages ecumenism. Yet, My Mission here is under attack
for being ecumenical. This attack is motivated, not out of love, but out
of the desire to control—to eliminate. In My day it was the same. I was
criticized for associating with sinners—with the underside of society. But
I came for everyone and all—just as I do here today. My call was and is
ecumenical.”
“Today, My brothers and sisters, I invite you to see that My call to you
here is simple—Holy Love in the present moment. There is no hidden
agenda, only the truth. As I have come and have sent My Mother and
many saints here proclaiming this truth, today I am disclosing truths that
no one desires to hear, but must hear.”
“There is no such thing in My Eyes as the New American Church.
There is only the Roman Catholic Church. Anything else is apostasy
clothed as Catholicism. The Bishops in this country and elsewhere need
to align themselves with the Tradition of Faith under this Holy Father;
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otherwise they, too, have apostatized. All priests, Bishops and Cardinals
are answerable to Me for the souls under their charge.”
“Those who have compromised the truth to accept abortion, birth
control, same sex marriage, embryonic research—are not living in grace
whether they are Catholic or not. Whole sects of ‘religions’ support
violence. They are tools of Satan. Innocence in children is no longer
revered, but exploited.”
“When you look at this broader spectrum of the heart of the world,
you must wonder why a prayerful Ministry such as this would be opposed.
The conclusion should be easy. Satan opposes it.”
“My brothers and sisters, I lay bare the truth today so that you will
not be tempted by Satan to rash judge these Messages or the Mission
itself. You must bear the truths that I have given you into the world. It is
your responsibility now to make all of these things known.”
“Today I’m taking all of your petitions into My Sacred Heart.”
“I’m blessing you with My Blessing of Divine Love.”
April 5, 2008/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation
THE GREAT APOSTASY
Jesus is here with His Heart exposed. He says: “I am your Jesus,
born Incarnate.”
“I have come to further advise the world concerning these perilous
times. It is not long until the great apostasy takes place—an apostasy
which will be unprecedented. The flock will be scattered. The sheep
will replace love of God and neighbor with love of self. This is already
occurring and tugging at My Arm of Justice.”
“There are small pockets of Remnant Faithful, of prayer warriors
and believers of truth. But for the most part, the vast majority devote
themselves to a hedonistic god of self.”
“I tell you solemnly, that whole nations of people have been led
astray by government leaders who legislate according to their own
erroneous opinions, abandoning God’s laws in the process. For this My
Heart aches. My Mother sorrows as never before since My Crucifixion,
for She sees the direction mankind is headed.”
“Through these Messages, I have given the world a path to follow
and a worthy goal of personal holiness, and even sanctification. But
the world listens with a cold and doubting heart as though what I say is
useless and unneeded.”
“In this country, laws have been passed making prayer in schools
illegal in order to ‘protect’ the rights of a few. If My Name offends a few—
are these same few also offended by the acts of violence and moral
crimes that have replaced prayer? Right reason has been abandoned
and misplaced compassion has taken its place.”
“At the heart of every issue today is man’s inability to recognize and
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accept the truth. The Truth, according to My Father’s Divine Will, is Holy,
Divine and Unitive Love. Whatever opposes this Love is from the Prince
of Darkness.”
“As I continue to call you to conversion through these Messages,
Satan distracts individual journeys through the Chambers by means of
concern for temporal, passing things. Mankind’s distraction from all that
concerns his own salvation has led to the apostasy, even heresy, that is
now present within the Church itself. For these reasons, My Remnant
must pray for discernment to distinguish what is true according to the
Tradition of Faith, and what is fabricated by man’s error. The Remnant
will always recognize the truth when it is based upon Holy and Divine
Love. Do not be swayed by mere power or title, but search always for
My Truth.”
“My flock, pray this way:”
“Father, Son and Holy Spirit, grant me—
Temperance— not to accept everything at face value.
Prudence— to search out the truth.
Wisdom— to recognize the truth. Amen”
“I will help you. I am your strength. I will not abandon you, if you
believe.”
“My brothers and sisters, today I advise you whenever you are
challenged in Holy Love, seek the refuge of My Mother’s Immaculate
Heart. For it is flaws in Holy Love that result in lack of peace—even sin.
My Mother, who is always your advocate, will take all your needs to My
Heart in Heaven.”
“Today I am blessing you with My Blessing of Divine Love.”
May 5, 2008/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation
11th Anniversary of Mary, Refuge of Holy Love
MANKIND’S DESTRUCTIVE WAYS
Jesus and Blessed Mother are here. Their Hearts are exposed. Our
Lady is Mary, Refuge of Holy Love. She is smiling and says: “Praise be
to Jesus.” Jesus says: I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
Jesus: “I tell you, through the Providence of the Eternal Now, mankind
has been given everything he needs to live in peace and harmony with
the Divine Will of God. But what has been given has been compromised
and convoluted. Technology is used towards an evil end—to destroy life
and even nature itself. Satan imitates the gifts of the Holy Spirit, and
out of pride these false gifts are discerned as genuine. When Heaven
intervenes, as is happening in this Mission of Holy Love, the very ones
who should encourage and support such an effort—vehemently oppose
it.”
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“So it is, I come to lay bare the truth once again. Holy Love—nurtured
in the heart—is never wrong. It is even wrong to think against Holy Love,
for when I was with you I commanded you to live in Holy Love. Here
you have the spirituality of these commandments of love which I gave
you, enfleshed with the Chambers of the United Hearts. Because this
Mission is the standard bearer of truth and the harbinger of My Second
Coming, Satan is causing a whirlwind of controversy to swirl around it
from the most unlikely sources.”
“Once again I tell you, Holy Love is the path of your salvation; Divine
Love the path of personal holiness; Unitive Love is your sanctification.
Do not get caught up in the whirlwind of who believes and who approves
of this path I call you upon. Only follow it.”
“You do not need anyone’s approval to live in Holy and Divine Love.
Do not be deluded to think so. I am calling each one to sanctity. Your place
in eternity will be determined by your response to these Messages.”
“Ill use of Divine Provision, of technology, power, finances—even
nature itself—will be mankind’s undoing and the unraveling of civilization
such as you know it today. Misinterpretation, lies and negative response
to Heaven’s intervention here with these Messages of Holy and Divine
Love will be the undoing of the salvation of many souls. I am speaking to
those responsible for this campaign against the truth.”
“What is your goal—Heaven or eternal perdition? Souls are at stake.
Count yours among them.”
“Do not attribute to man or to nature what is God’s alone. My Father
is the Creator of all things—the universe, the world, nature, even life
in the womb. Do not destroy what He gives you out of His love. Do not
worship your own free will, giving in to whims and desires at every turn.
Rocks, trees, crystals, all of nature is God’s creation. They are not gods
themselves. Do not allow gender to be a battleground. Do not allow
morals in marriage to deteriorate in the guise of alternate life style.”
“These are ways that mankind is destroying himself and civilization,
as well.”
“I tell you that national leaders and legislators—even educators—who
do not support the commandments of love, are responsible for the souls
they lead astray and the moral degeneration of their nation, as well—I
add to this, those who lead or otherwise influence any religion. Their
responsibility is to lead souls deeper into love of God and neighbor as
self—this is Holy Love. Yet, there remain those who encourage violence,
birth control, abortion, same sex marriage and many other evils related
to these sins and more.”
“You cannot lead souls in righteousness if your own heart is full of
error. For this reason, I come in truth to correct consciences and to pull
souls back onto the path of light. Be united in Our United Hearts.”
“My dear little lambs, My brothers and sisters, the path that is laid
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bare at this hallowed Site is the path of perfection in Holy Love. Did I not
direct you to be perfect as My Heavenly Father is perfect when I was
in your midst before My Death and Resurrection? Satan is busy these
days trying to discredit love of God and love of neighbor. Persevere in
following these Messages, for herein lies his defeat.”
“As I desire you to be united in the United Hearts, run to Mary,
Refuge of Holy Love in every battle. Her Immaculate Heart is the sign
of the enemy’s defeat and a Vessel of profound grace that he cannot
approach. Enter the First Chamber of the United Hearts, which is My
Mother’s Immaculate Heart. Enter in and through humility and love,
which are the only way into this spiritual journey. My Mother will not
forsake you in any need.”
“Today I want to bless every portion of your lives, every part of your
world. I invite you to see that you do not have lasting peace in your
world, for there is so much superficial compromise in your negotiations.
My brothers and sisters, choose always to live in Holy and Divine Love.
Pray that St. Michael’s Shield of Truth be placed over the heart of every
nation, for this is the way to lasting peace through the truth of humility
and love.”
“My Mother says that She will take all the petitions in hearts and
place them in My Sacred Heart today.”
[Jesus blesses the priests in the apparition room.] Then He says:
“We’re blessing you with the Complete Blessing of Our United Hearts.”
August 5, 2008 Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation
SATAN’S GREATEST AND MOST POWERFUL WEAPONS
Jesus is here with His Heart exposed. He says: “I am your Jesus,
born Incarnate.”
“Once again I come to address all people and all nations. I am
calling all people to a conversion of heart through these Messages
of Holy and Divine Love and through these Chambers of Our United
Hearts. This is your opportunity—each one of you—to save your soul
and to bring about change in the world. Heaven would be remiss in not
offering to you such a plan, such a profound path of light in the midst
of such chaos and wickedness. Yet, as I attempt to pull earth back onto
the path of righteousness, evil continues to make inroads into the most
unlikely realms of everyday life. Satan’s presence goes unnoticed, for
moral standards have become so compromised.”
“Satan’s number one priority is to be unnoticed. He convinces
people that he doesn’t exist or he clothes his hidden agendas in
false goodness. He promotes lustful ambition in hearts along with the
allurement of control, power and money. Many of My best efforts have
been thwarted in the world, for Satan has caused a swirl of controversy
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to cloud the truth. The apparitions at this Site have been one of Satan’s
main targets. He does not want souls to discover the truth and the power
of this spirituality. But I will not allow the lion of evil to do anything but
roar. He has been rendered toothless by My Hand. The Divine Will shall
be victorious.”
“Before this victory, comes the battle which mankind finds himself
in today. He is confusing sin with rights, even legalizing sins such as
abortion and euthanasia. Do not think that because you make it legal
that it is not still a sin in My Eyes. Do not have misplaced compassion
believing you must not condemn same gender marriages. I am not
tolerant of such sin in order to save feelings.”
“Today I reveal to you some of Satan’s greatest and most powerful
weapons—weapons that he uses within the Church to destroy the true
Tradition of Faith. Realize that the malefactor remains within the Church
proper—executing his vile plans of destruction. In centuries past, heresy
separated from the Church, making the heretics more visible and easily
identified. But these days Satan wields the sword of intellectual pride to
divide and separate the faithful. He skillfully executes his plans within
hearts so that his efforts are at first unnoticed.
“When his protégés have been placed in high positions, they then
unleash their intellectual patterns and plans which oppose Tradition and
the Magisterium itself.”
“Another favorite weapon of Satan’s is the cry for a more prominent
role for women. He whips them into a frenzy of rebellion against Church
Tradition. Some even turn to witchcraft in an erroneous attempt to gain
power. This is, in truth, their undoing as they have then become puppets
of evil.”
“Some may find these revelations I give you today hard to believe—
even shocking. But I only reveal the truth, for when the Light of Truth
overtakes darkness, darkness loses its power. Notice that these
weapons of Satan’s favor—intellectual pride and the desire for greater
importance within the Church—come clothed in seeming goodness.
They are, however, full of self-interest, self-love.”
“Stay on the path of light by always serving others and not looking
for your own gain or profit in any way. Realize that the source of all
good comes from God. No one creates their own intellect or their calling
within the Church itself. Be humble and satisfied with even the lowliest
of positions. Do not seek to be important in man’s eyes—only seek to
appeal to Me.”
“Beyond all of these underlying tactics of Satan, he has one more,
which is pulling apart whole pieces of My Church like the elimination of
chess pieces from a game board. Here, I am speaking specifically of
the Masons. Yes, many of My dearest instruments have fallen victim to
their hidden agenda of lies and satanic actions—a bishop here, a knight
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there—all like pieces on a chessboard—at first, in positions of cardinal
importance—only to become pawns of Satan. I grieve for them. Let the
wise man grasp My meaning.”
“My Mother has requested that I reveal all of these truths to you
today on the anniversary of Her birth. I have honored Her request. I ask
that as a special gift to Her, you pray that these evils be overcome. Pray
that the Church on earth be strengthened through prayer and sacrifice.
The Remnant Faithful, who have not forsaken the Tradition of Faith,
must make many sacrifices, many holy hours of reparation and pray
many rosaries for the welfare of the Church. My Mother awaits patiently
these prayers and sacrifices—these gifts from your heart to Hers.”
“So, My brothers and sisters, I am taking your prayers into My Divine
Heart. I realize that some come here only out of curiosity; others to
find fault. But there are some who come with great faith, believing and
hoping. My brothers and sisters, I call you back into the present moment
to find your conversion, your salvation through Holy Love. Pray as My
Mother has requested for the conversion of sinners and the conversion
of the heart of the Church. She longs that the Remnant Faithful increase
and strengthen.”
“Today I am blessing you with My Blessing of Divine Love.”
December 5, 2008/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation
LASTING PEACE THROUGH UNITY BASED ON LOVE

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed.
Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.” Jesus says: “I am your
Jesus, born Incarnate.”
Jesus: “I am inviting all people and all nations to be united in Divine
Love. These efforts in Divine Unity must be visible, even aggressive, just
as so much evil and violence has become visible and aggressive.”
“Trust in Me and do not live in fear. When you trust Me, you are a
more willing instrument. Do not be distracted by the threats of violence
all around you. My grace awaits you in the future. This is where you
must place your trust. Have faith in My Father’s Providing Will which
leads you away from danger and into the safety of My Mother’s Heart.”
“I come once again to address the state of the heart of the world.
Mankind must realize that he cannot succeed in abolishing God from His
rightful place in the universe. He cannot replace God with false gods of
self-love, hedonistic desires or the denial of any of God’s laws with his
own free will. My Father’s Divine Will holds dominion over all creatures,
all of creation—the cosmos itself.”
“No man can find peace outside of pleasing God. No sin—even if
civil law makes it legal—escapes God’s Justice. This is Holy Truth, and
is unchanging with the passage of time.”
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“God does exist and so do His Commandments. Mere man holds no
sway over this Holy Truth.”
“I tell you solemnly, mankind cannot be reconciled with his Creator
through worldly gain, be it power, money or reputation. Peace and
unity between humanity and God comes only through Holy Love in the
heart.”
“I am bringing all of mankind into the sheepfold of a new creation—
the New Jerusalem of Holy and Divine Love. Herein, all people and all
nations will abide and be governed by the truth of Holy Love. I, your
Jesus, am a God of peace—not war, not violence, not terrorism. Do not
presume to think otherwise.”
“In unity based on Holy Love, there is true peace. This type of peace
is lasting for it is based on truth itself. Unity based on violence, selfish
gain or control of others does not bring peace but every sort of sin,
debauchery and depravity. This type of evil unity is becoming stronger
in the world today, as Satan inspires many hearts to see good where he
is accomplishing evil.”
“This is why I tell you, remain faithful to the truth of Holy Love. Be
united in Holy Love. This way, you will not be deceived by error. You will
have true peace in your hearts even in the face of hardships. You will be
able to trust—trust in My Merciful Provision. When you live in this way,
My Justice upon you is mitigated.” (Read: Gal 5:16-25.)
“My brothers and sisters, when you find yourselves with a lack of
peace in your hearts, it is due to some failing in Holy Love; then the
present moment is lost forever. For it is only when you live in Holy Love
in the present moment that moment follows you into Heaven with great
reward. I am prepared to offer the world great rewards for any effort in
Holy Love in each present moment. Pray that more people are aware
of this.”
“Today We’re offering you the Complete Blessing of Our United
Hearts.”
January 5, 2009/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation
PAGANISTIC IDEOLOGIES

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed.
Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.” Jesus says: “I am your
Jesus, born Incarnate.”
Jesus: “Today I tell you, the heart of the world has become
paganistic, serving the god of self-love and disavowing My Father’s
Commandments. Some serve this false god through abortion, terrorism,
spiritual pride or even spiritual apathy.”
“Once again I tell you, the world will not change until every heart
changes through conversion in Holy Love. Even great signs are not
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enough for some to believe, for their spirituality is too much a part of
their intellect and not enough a part of their heart.”
“All the fortunes of the world will prove to you to be little more than
sand running through the hourglass of time. Recognize the great prize of
Holy Love as the pearl of untold value for which you give up everything
to possess. Holy Love in your heart is the treasure which leads you into
eternal happiness. Holy Love is the New Jerusalem.”
“Today, in the name of ‘good’, much evil is accomplished. Whole
ideologies embrace terrorism in the name of a god who does not exist.
Such false religions claim many souls. When I return, I will rebuke
this spirit of deceit, along with this same spirit that promotes abortion,
euthanasia, same sex marriage, materialism—all ideologies which
promote self-love and lead souls away from love of God and love of
neighbor.”
“But I come here today for each soul, and so for every soul and all
nations. I desire that you know the peace of living in complete trust—
trust which can only come into the heart through surrender to Holy Love.
Your prosperity and security do not come from any one leader. It flows
from Divine Love, Divine Mercy and My Divine Provision, which can only
come to you through your trustful surrender to Me. Do not look elsewhere.
Do not trust any other path or leadership. What is not grounded in Holy
Love is false and temporary. Change your heart and your lives so that
all resemble Holy Love.”
“Any leadership that promotes propaganda based on lies against
Heaven’s efforts here will not be upheld in eternity. While I seek the
welfare of souls, they concern themselves with power, control and
material gain. You must pray that the truth convicts the most pharisaical
heart. I tell you, all that they have tried to destroy will be a thousand
times multiplied in Heaven’s efforts here.”
“I remind you solemnly that Satan will do anything—use anyone,
even the most unlikely—to destroy this Mission. Remember, Satan
is the father of lies and the accuser. Do not be in league with him by
believing anything and everything that you hear about this Mission and
the messenger. Once again I tell you, the Mission will succeed where
the enemy hopes for our downfall. Those who have laid traps will find
themselves defeated by the truth of the Source of All Good and the
Creator of Love Itself.”
“Trust always in My loving, merciful Provision; one cannot be
separated from the other. These three attributes are always together—
love, mercy and My Provision.”
“Realize each present moment for each individual is as unique in the
grace it holds as it is unique in the crosses that it offers. Embrace each
present moment with love, for any reluctance to do so is not from Me but
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from the enemy of your soul.”
“In Holy Love, be joyful—always united with one another in the
truth. Remember, Holy Love does not tear down, but builds up the
Body of Christ—My Body on earth. Once again, I caution you against
anyone who discourages any of this. So many have become unwitting
instruments of evil. Still others willingly cooperate with Satan’s agenda.
Beware! I do not speak here to please man but only to accomplish the
Will of My Father.”
“My brothers and sisters, when you come here [Maranatha Spring
and Shrine] on pilgrimage, do not come looking for reasons not to
believe; rather, come with an open heart looking for reasons to believe.
This pleases Me, and it opens your heart to many graces.”
When you pray, pray that love of My Father’s Divine Will be placed
in the world in its proper sovereignty.”
“Today We’re blessing you with the Complete Blessing of Our United
Hearts.”
February 5, 2009/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation
THE WORLD’S EMBRACE OF THE FALSE GOD OF SELF-LOVE

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed.
Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.” Jesus says: “I am your
Jesus, born Incarnate.”
Jesus: “Once again I come to this blessed site to speak to all people
and all nations. My words to you are perfection and righteousness, truth
and the path of light. Listen with your hearts.”
“The world’s problems today are not economics, global warming
or over-population. The world has one problem which, if corrected, will
correct all other problems. This major and destructive problem is what is
in hearts. Hearts today do not embrace love of God above all else and
love of neighbor as self. This embrace of Holy Love is the solution
the world seeks, but cannot find. The heart of the world has embraced
self-love—a false god—which is insidious in grabbing souls from the
light of truth.”
“There are those in the world who enthusiastically embrace forms
of self-love such as money, power, control and the all-consuming love
of reputation. There are still others who worship gods that promote
violence, terrorism and the extreme submission of women. Such gods
do not exist.”
“I appear here to lift the veil of deceit Satan has placed over the
heart of the world. Yet even those who consider themselves My Own—
even those consecrated to My Mother—oppose Me here. Perhaps they
have not searched for the truth. Perhaps they have not opened their
hearts through jealousy or the pride of false discernment. I care for their
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souls. I desire every enemy of Holy Love be saved. I desire to correct
every conscience. I desire humility of heart be sought after, for no one
can accept correction outside of humility.”
“Once again I remind all of humanity that you are not in control of
your destiny. The destiny of each individual and of all humanity is in the
Divine Will of My Father, which is Holy Love. Accept the supremacy of
Holy Love—My Father’s Will—over your heart in every present moment.
It is only then that you will find peace.”
“Constant turmoil is the result of challenging Holy Love. All that
mankind seeks solutions for—disease, famine, war, terrorism, financial
problems—all of these will remain unresolved so long as mankind battles
God’s Will within his own heart. All of these problems are symptoms of
the lack of Holy Love in hearts.”
“It is through mankind’s efforts to live in Holy Love in the present
moment that God’s Will becomes benevolent towards the human
condition, but it is always the Divine Will which bestows upon all of
humanity the course of human events.”
“Solemnly I tell you, if you hold opinions in your heart which are
contrary to or oppose Holy Love, then you are in league with Satan.
Today I offer you your reclamation. Return to the path of light and truth—
the path of salvation and of God’s Holy and Divine Will—the path of Holy
Love.”
“I remind you that when I speak of Holy Love, I refer to the two
great commandments of love and this Mission of Holy Love, as well. My
commandment to ‘love one another as I have loved you,’ spells out the
way to live in Holy Love. Thus I give you no alternate path to salvation.”
“The light of truth illuminates all of Heaven, for in Heaven My Victory
is complete. How I long to illuminate all of earth and each heart, as well,
with this light of truth, which is Holy Love.”
“My brothers and sisters, this way of life I call you to, is that Holy
Love in the present moment can be the difference between life and
death for some souls. Therefore, I urge you, when you return to your
place of origin, do not be afraid to be the living Message of Holy Love in
your hearts, your lives and in the world around you.”
“Today We’re extending to you the Complete Blessing of Our United
Hearts.”
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Section Three

DIVINE LOVE SPEAKS
TO
AMERICA

This section contains a selection of the monthly
messages given by Jesus to the world specifically
addressing the moral decline of America.
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November 5, 2000/Monthly Message To All Nations
2000 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed.
Blessed Mother says: “All praise be to Jesus.”
Jesus: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. The message I have
imparted to you—the mission I have given you—impose a spirituality
which dictates the moral issues you should support in any election.
Therefore, see that the Commandments of love dictate that you support
life.”
“I have come to solemnly repeat to you that America stands at a
crossroads. One path leads to Mercy, and the other Justice. The choice
will be deliberate and decided in the upcoming election.”
“Yours is a nation given many graces, bountiful resources, and
immense opportunities. Yet it as a whole has regurgitated much of
what God has given in His generosity in its decision to execute its own
young.”
“For 100 years the cup of My Justice has been spilling over. It is only
through the intercession of the Immaculate Heart of My Mother it has
been stopped. Do not add further insult to Our Hearts already wounded
by so many assaults.”
“My brothers and sisters, I desire that your nation be a sign to all
nations, as one who has changed its stand on abortion. Therefore, when
you go to the polls this week do not vote according to political party
or personality or stance on economy, but look at how each candidate
stands on life. Choose life and you will choose great favors upon your
nation.”
“America! Do not be indifferent to Heaven’s plea. Vote for life for this
is the only path of grace left open to you.”
“We extend to you today the Blessing of Our United Hearts.”
December 5, 2000/Monthly Message to All People and All Nations

2000 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION CONTROVERSY

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed.
Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.
Jesus: “I am your Jesus of Mercy, born Incarnate. I have come to
help your nation understand what is taking place in its midst and all
around it. Your nation has been like a ship on a stormy sea. All around
her the storm of controversy raged, pitching the vulnerable ship first one
way, then another. As this began, I lay asleep in the bow [of the ship].
But when the storm became apparent and gathered strength, I was
awakened through the power of prayer and the outcry of the righteous.”
“Now I stand erect—My Hand raised to calm the storm and quell the
fears of those aboard this ship [this nation]. For every element of nature
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falls under My domain, and prayer is the force that awakens My power
to change hearts and so too the world.”
“In this election the face of Satan was revealed. He did not want
peace, but controversy. He did not want unity, but division. He did not
want life, but death. Only the unwise could miss seeing this. But in his
efforts to conquer, he united the righteous and he himself will suffer
defeat.”
“Trust in the power of prayer, for in it lies the victory of Our United
Hearts.”
“My brothers and sisters, every ship needs an anchor, so too every
nation and each heart needs a firm foundation of Holy Love. My prayer
is that all hearts open to this message of Holy Love and that it reaches
the farthest corners of the earth…”
October 5, 2001/Monthly Message to All Nations
LEGALIZED ABORTION AND NATIONAL SECURITY
Jesus: “…In truth I tell you that your nation’s stance on legalized
abortion is the determining factor in your national security. For years
Heaven has stood by and watched as the security of the baby in the womb
was violated and life taken. Solemnly I tell you, recognize abortion as a
face of evil and an enemy to world security. You will not have genuine
peace until abortion is overturned. Do not see My words to you today as
a threat, but as a grace…”
February 5, 2004/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation

PARTIAL BIRTH ABORTION/SAME SEX MARRIAGE

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed.
Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.”
Jesus: “…Once again, your country has been spared by merit of
My Divine Mercy—a certain and prolonged trial, all because of your
President’s stand against partial birth abortion. But I warn you, the Hand
of Justice will certainly fall if unnatural marriages of the same gender
continue to be condoned. Apathy strengthens this cause. Homosexuality
is a sin and must not be encouraged by any legislature...”
November 5, 2004/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation

2004 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

Jesus, Blessed Mother and St. Michael are here. Blessed Mother
and St. Michael say: “Praise be to Jesus.”
Jesus: “I am your Jesus, born Incarnate. I congratulate your
nation on its recent election. Your country will be spared further moral
degeneration for another four years. We must work diligently now to
oppose the convolution that is in so many hearts. Moral issues should
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never become political issues. A couple of decades ago it would have
been laughable just to think of voting on the issue of same sex marriage.
How obtuse consciences have become!”
“Once the dignity of human life was challenged, the door was open
to anything being challenged. The key that Satan uses to compromise
hearts on every issue is inordinate self-love. Yes, self-love has become
an opiate for this generation. I have come to call this prodigal generation
back to the center of its existence in time which is the Divine Will of My
Father.”
“Today the term ‘freedom’ covers a multitude of sin. I give each soul
his own free will at conception. The decisions each soul makes from
moment to moment are all part of this free will. These choices can be
good or evil. Therefore, choosing evil such as abortion or homosexuality
is the by-product of free will. When souls choose such evil they really
become slaves to sin. The ultimate freedom is to live in acceptance of
My Father’s Divine Will for you in every present moment.”
“Do not think that you can sit back and ponder endlessly your
decisions between good and evil. Once again I remind you—not to
choose, is to choose. Your indecision not to oppose evil lends power to
Satan. I have given you the laws of Holy Love with which to decide. Holy
Love has four more years with which to strengthen hearts and fortify this
country in righteousness. Each heart matters.”
“Understand that every affliction or trial can be used to either
strengthen or weaken the soul. The more the soul accepts My Father’s
All-Knowing and Divine Will for him, the stronger he becomes spiritually.
In your acceptance is your trustful surrender.”
“You see the recent hurricane season which wreaked havoc on
Florida as a terrible disaster—which it was. But I tell you because so
many accepted these trials in the light of Holy and Divine Love, a far
worse disaster was avoided, for much evil controls certain hearts.”
“Today, My brothers and sisters, I am dispatching St. Michael and
his warrior angels to protect the borders, the ports and every mode of
transportation of this country from the evil that threatens them. What I
cannot protect is the choice of free will that man makes within his own
heart. Therefore, we must pray against Satan’s tool of hatred, and we
must make this Message of Holy and Divine Love known with courage
and conviction.”
“We’re blessing you with Our Blessing of the United Hearts.”
September 5, 2005/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation

APOCALYPTIC EVENTS

Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed.
Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.” Jesus says: “I am your
Jesus, born Incarnate.”
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Jesus: “I have come to help you comprehend the desperate hour
your country is in. Already in this young century, you have experienced
two apocalyptic events—these being the 9-11 attacks, and this most
recent hurricane* which destroyed an entire city.”
“It is the hour in which America must choose to unite in Holy Love.
Thus, mankind can turn back the wrath of God. Only in this unity based
on love will you truly be ‘one nation under God, indivisible, with liberty
and justice for all.’ This means even the weakest and most vulnerable—
the unborn—have rights. Indeed, it is your treatment of the weakest
amongst you that will determine the future of your country and of every
nation.”
“This is not the hour when you should further distance yourself
from God through the insult of encouraging still greater promiscuity and
disregard for life. Here, I am speaking of making available ‘over-thecounter’ what you term the ‘morning-after pill.’ Nor should you allow
gambling to spread across the country. It becomes a false god and
carries hearts away from Me.”
“Do not be mistaken or confused. There is one purpose that brings
Me here; that is, to draw you into Our United Hearts. Herein lies the Ark
of the Apocalypse—the Spiritual Refuge of these times.”
“Today I do not come so much to offer solace in recent tragedies,
although My empathy is always in your midst. I come to warn you that
each one must make the conscious effort to become more holy, for it is
only in this way you can avoid future disasters. It is only by your efforts
My Mother can hold back My Arm of Justice which sadly aches to fall.”
“I come in truth to lead you in truth. The Prince of Lies spews lies
about this Mission to pull you from the path of righteousness which I
desperately need you to follow. He comes clothed in goodness and title,
and engages you in spiritual warfare. I come clothed in truth, and love
and mercy. Follow Me.”
“I tell you, there has never been an age when My Mercy and Love
has been more apparent or more needed. Through Divine Mercy and
Divine Love, I have laid My Heart bare here at this site, and I continue
to do so.”
“I am moved by the many prayers offered here to give to the world
the following prayer, which, if propagated and accepted by all people
and every nation, will change the course of human events.”
“Here it is:”
“I choose with my free will to love God above
all else, and my neighbor as myself. I choose
this—Holy Love in the present moment—and
seek God’s help in doing so in every future
moment. Amen.”
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“My brothers and sisters, I invite you to understand that the greatest
grace, the greatest miracle given at this site is the grace to live in Holy
Love in the present moment. Appreciate this; ask for it when you come
here and it will be granted. You are given special angels to assist you.”
“We’re blessing you with the Blessing of Our United Hearts.”
* September 2, 2005
HURRICANE KATRINA
“I am your Jesus, born Incarnate.”
“Today I have come to address many things. I would like to address
your nation now, even before the fifth of the month.” (Jesus appears
to Maureen and addresses all nations each fifth of the month.)
“My brothers and sisters, I commiserate with you as you struggle
to overcome the devastating destruction of the recent hurricane.
Here the innocent have suffered along with the guilty which is what I
warned over and over. When I speak of the guilty, I refer to those who
condone homosexuality, lewd conduct, destruction of the innocent
and all who disregard the Ten Commandments.”
“The morals of this country have deteriorated. God has been
removed from schools and public places. So it is that the destruction
of the heart of this nation is resulting in the physical destruction of
areas that have supported much sin.”
“As you attempt to recover, rebuild the morals of your country
as well. Do not be so foolish as to disconnect the real cause from
the disaster. Do not say, ‘God would not do this.’ Look at Sodom and
Gomorrah. Learn from the peoples’ response to Jonah’s warning in
Nineveh. Even the king put on sackcloth and ashes. My Father saw
this, and did not reign terror upon them. Listen and learn.”
“I do not stand by idly and watch you suffer. I suffer with you.
When you pray for these victims, I listen. I mourn with you, but I will
rejoice with those who repent.”
September 5, 2006/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation

THE MORNING-AFTER PILL
Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed.
Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.” Jesus says: “I am your
Jesus, born Incarnate.
Jesus: “With the stealth of a cat burglar, the last semblance of
morality has been stolen from your country as the over-the-counter sale
of the morning-after pill was authorized.”
“Moral degeneration exacts its toll. The Hand of Justice grows
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weary. Understanding the distress of My Sacred Heart over the moral
degeneration of your country, imagine My grief as I see into the heart of
all nations the same situation…”
July 5, 2008/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation
AMERICA’S WORLD LEADERSHIP IS CHALLENGED
Jesus and Blessed Mother are here with Their Hearts exposed.
Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.” Jesus says: “I am your
Jesus, born Incarnate.”
Jesus: “Today I come to help you comprehend that your nation is
being challenged in its position of world leadership. God the Father
is permitting this, as your nation has chosen to make the legalization
of sins a political issue. Specifically I speak of abortion and same sex
marriages—both an abomination in My Eyes.”
“The enemy of your souls is weakening your country by undermining
the financial system through natural disasters and dividing hearts against
just leadership. You cannot seek to please the convoluted hearts of man
first and then turn to God. God must be first in your hearts…”
November 5, 2008/Monthly Message to All People and Every Nation

2008 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION AND LIBERALISM

Jesus is here with His Heart exposed. He says: “I am your Jesus,
born Incarnate.”
“I tell you solemnly, that the greatest evil in the world today is
departure from the truth—the truth of the two great commandments
of love—love of God above all else and neighbor as self. When these
truths are violated, whole nations are easily led astray. Without the firm
foundation of Holy Truth, dictators easily rise to power. Love of God and
neighbor suffers persecution even as truth itself is challenged in the
name of ‘freedoms’ and ‘rights’.”
“As soon as truth is handily put aside, sin takes its place and is even
supported by law. This is the beginning of the moral degeneration of
whole nations.”
“As I have repeated to you over and over, what is in hearts is then in
the world around you. Your country took a giant step yesterday [election
day] towards being known as a liberal nation—a nation where anything
goes. The ones who will suffer the most will be the innocents in the
womb and those who try to live in Holy Truth, which is Holy Love.”
“You must draw together now under My leadership as lambs flock
around their shepherd. My hope and yours, as well, is the Remnant
who listen to My voice. I know them and they know Me. You are the
ones who, living in truth, must reveal evil for what it is—not freedom but
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slavery to sin. These events which are striking at the moral fiber of your
nation were bound to happen before My return.”
“It is because of this imminent moral decline that I have set this
Mission apart and upheld it in the attacks and controversies of those
who would destroy it. Do not be disheartened, then. I come today to
renew your spirit and to encourage you in the battle that lies ahead.
None shall undo My plans here. While those who have accepted Satan’s
lies will face daunting struggles, My Mission will flourish.”
“Unity in Holy Truth is the key. Mark My words to you today. The evil
forces that will seem to conquer your nation will, in the end, crumble.
Holy Love will be victorious. This Mission’s existence, in the face of all
the evil that has opposed it, is your proof.”
“I am bringing the world to your doorstep. For while this Mission has
not been popular in your own country, it will gain strength from many
other nations that recognize the false allegations levied against it for
what they are.”
“My brothers and sisters, be content with being part of My Remnant
Faithful, for this Holy Remnant is the foundation of My Victorious Return.
Yes, on the day when all seems lost, Holy Love will be victorious. Until
such a time, I am here to guide you, to protect you, to shepherd you.”
“Let My Messages, My Mother’s Messages and the messages of
the saints be the shepherd’s staff which guides you past the briars of
liberalism in its most devastating manifestations. If you allow Heaven
to shepherd you, you will not be confused by the legalization of sin,
mistaking civil law as a moral right. Realize that all leadership is not just
leadership in My Father’s Eyes. Cling to Me, Shepherd of Divine Love.”
“My brothers and sisters, come to realize that hearts that do not
accept My Father’s Divine Will, which is Holy Love, have chosen this
next president of yours. It is very difficult for hearts, which do not live in
Holy Love, to recognize evil. Therefore, you must pray that Holy Love in
hearts spreads, and that more come to recognize the path your country
takes.”
“Today I’m blessing you with My Blessing of Divine Love.”
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PRAY THE ROSARY OF THE UNBORN –
HEAVEN’S WEAPON TO END ABORTION
(Please see pages 26 and 43)

				

					

Archangel Gabriel Enterprises, Inc.

“Satan does not want you to realize the power of this
Rosary when you pray from the heart. I am telling you, that
the Rosary of the Unborn saves lives!”
(Jesus / October 8, 2007)
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VISION OF THE ROSARY OF THE UNBORN
Our Lady comes in white. In front of Her and suspended in the air
is an unusual rosary. The Our Father beads are droplets of blood in the
shape of a cross. The Hail Mary beads are light blue tear drops with
unborn babies inside of them. The cross is gleaming gold. Our Lady
says: “I come in praise of Jesus, My Son. I come as Prophetess of these
times.”
“The rosary you see is Heaven’s way of describing to you the weapon
that will overcome this evil of abortion. Heaven weeps for the cost of this
great sin. The history and the future of all nations has been changed
because of this atrocity against God’s gift of life.”
“Today, sadly, much responsibility must be placed on the laity who
are consecrated to Me. I cannot depend on Church leadership to unite in
an effort to vanquish the enemy through the Rosary. Even My apparitions
have caused division by Satan’s efforts to thwart My plans.”
“So today, on My feast day, I am calling all My children to unite in
My Heart. Do not allow pride to divide you according to which apparition
you will follow. Become part of the Flame of My Heart. Be united in love
and in the prayer weapon of My Rosary. The evil of abortion can be
conquered by your efforts and through My grace.”
“Propagate the image I have shown you today.”
(October 7, 1997 / Feast of the Holy Rosary)
Promises Attendant to the Rosary
1. She says: “Praise be to Jesus. I see you are using the new Rosary
of the Unborn. I affirm to you, my daughter, that each ‘Hail Mary’
prayed from a loving heart will rescue one of these innocent lives
from death by abortion. When you use this rosary, call to mind
My Sorrowful Immaculate Heart which continually sees the sin of
abortion played out in every present moment. I give to you this
special sacramental* with which to heal My Motherly Heart.”
Maureen asks: “Blessed Mother, do you mean any ‘Hail Mary’ or
just one prayed on the Rosary of the Unborn?”
Blessed Mother: “This is a special grace attached to this
particular rosary. It should always be used to pray against abortion.
You will please make this known.”
(Our Lady as the Sorrowful Mother / July 2, 2001)
*Note: In order to be a sacramental, it must be blessed by a Catholic
Priest.
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2. “Please tell the world that each ‘Our Father’ recited on the Rosary
of the Unborn assuages My grieving Heart. Further, it withholds the
Arm of Justice.”
(Jesus / August 3, 2001)
3. “The greatest promise I give you in regards to this rosary is this:
Every Rosary prayed from the heart to its completion on these
beads mitigates the punishment as yet withstanding for the sin of
abortion …When I say the punishment as yet withstanding for the
sin of abortion, I mean the punishment each soul deserves for taking
part in this sin. Then too, I also refer to the greater punishment that
awaits the world for embracing this sin.”
(Jesus / August 3, 2001)
4. If a group is gathered who are praying for the unborn from the heart
and only one person has in their possession the Rosary of the
Unborn, I will honor each ‘Hail Mary’ from each person in the
group as if they were holding the Rosary of the Unborn themselves.
In this way I lift the constraint of time which it takes to produce
enough rosaries.”		
(Jesus / February 28, 2005)
August 22, 2009/Feast—Queenship of Mary
Blessed Mother says: “Praise be to Jesus.”
“I am Mary, Queen of Heaven and of Earth. I am the Guardian of
this Mission and the Protectress of your Faith. Evil cannot succeed
where I am welcomed and where I reign.”
“Today I have come, only as My Son permits, to request that
the Church restore devotion to My Holy Rosary, both in hearts
and in the world. Vocations can be encouraged and strengthened
through prayerful meditation on the Mysteries of the Holy Rosary.
Whole families could be rescued from the ravages of addictions,
promiscuity and every sort of sin.”
“The rosary is a universal prayer—a universal call to conversion.
Many who are not Catholic pray the rosary with more devotion than
those who say they are Catholic. Allow your hearts to be won over
by this prayer of the rosary.”
“The world teeters on the brink of disaster. The Hand of Justice
resists its rightful position upon the heart of mankind because of the
devoted few who pray the rosary often—and well.”
“You will please make these, My words to you, known.”
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The Chambers of the
United Hearts of the Holy Trinity
and Immaculate Mary

The Door to Each Chamber is
Deeper Surrender to Love – the Divine Will
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